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Abstract 

 

Natural products and natural-product-derived substances comprised about 

35% of the total pharmaceuticals market volume of US$230 billion in 1996 

(Wessjohann, 2000). The success of natural-based drugs can be attributed to 

nature’s ability to induce effects by chemical means and many of these chemicals 

are able to pass species boundaries to cause an effect. Since plant secondary 

metabolites have evolved in the interaction with other organisms, many of them 

have interesting biological or therapeutical activities that are useful to man. In 

addition to their intriguing chemistry a number of these compounds are 

economically important, serving as pharmaceuticals, aromatics, fragrances, 

stimulants, colours and pesticides. 

Plant cell culture is viewed as a potential means of producing useful plant 

products without the inherent problems associated with conventional agriculture. 

Undifferentiated cell suspension cultures have the potential to produce varied 

secondary metabolites by the alteration of culture conditions or addition of 

chemicals to elicit expression of different metabolic pathways. Suitable substrate 

compounds may be biotransformed to a desired product using plant cell cultures. 

Biotransformation can produce compounds that can then be replicated by 

synthetic means or produce novel compounds that have previously not been 

identified or recognised as important. This thesis describes the initiation of plant 

suspension cultures for the purposes of examining the production of secondary 

metabolites of selected Australian native rainforest species.  
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Plant material collected from the rainforest proved to be unsuitable source 

for in vitro experiments. Only 20% of cultures were contamination free after 

numerous disinfestation treatments were examined. In an attempt to overcome the 

severe contamination problems in explant material from plants collected in the 

rainforest, juvenile and adult material from glasshouse-grown plants was treated 

with Domestos®. While Domestos® at all concentrations and exposure times was 

ineffective at controlling contamination on adult leaf material it was very effective 

for juvenile material. Exposure time to Domestos® of longer than 30mins for 

juvenile material resulted in leaf tissue turning dark brown in colour within days 

of exposure. Exposure times of 20mins with a Domestos® concentration of 1mL 

Domestos® diluted in 20mL dH2O proved very successful in producing 

uncontaminated Ficus septica explants. When fresh seedling material was used 

97% of cultures remained free of contamination. 

Once a suitable method for plant disinfestation had been established, 

callus production could be examined. It was experimentally determined that the 

use of 1μM 2,4-D in combination with 0.2μM BAP produced callus suitable for 

suspension culture initiation. Culturing the explants in the dark on medium 

containing 6g/L agar in place of the commonly used 8g/L further increased the 

quality of callus produced. The initiation of suspension cultures involved the use 

of 8g/L of Ficus septica callus. Suspension cultures were routinely subcultured 

every eighteen days. By the eighteenth day suspensions had become sufficiently 

dense that only a 10mL aliquot was required to initiate a new culture. 

The suspension culture broth turned a yellow colour during the culture 

period. This yellow broth from erlenmeyer flasks and bioreactors was collected, 
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concentrated and partitioned using an acid/base separation. Fractions collected 

from the acid/base partition were examined using HPLC analysis to determine the 

presence of compounds of interest. In the absence of ficine the flavonoid of 

interest, a precursors to ficine was added to the suspension cultures in an effort to 

force the cell cultures to biotransform this product.  
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Abbreviations 

½ MS: Half strength Murashige and Skoog basal medium 

2,4-D: 2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic Acid 

AU: Absorbance 

AW: Deionised water autoclaved at 121°C for 20mins 

BAP: 6-Benzylaminopurine 

BKC: Benzalkonium Chloride 

C18: Octadecyl Bonded Silica 

DCM: Dichloromethane 

dH2O: Deionised water 

DICA: Dichloro Isocyanuric Acid 

EtOAc: Ethyl Acetate 

H2O: Water 

HCl: Hydrochloric Acid 

HPLC: High Pressure Liquid Chromatography 

IBA: Indole -3-Butyric Acid 

MeOH: Methanol 

MS: Murashige and Skoog basal medium 

NaOCl: Sodium Hypochlorite 

NaOH: Sodium Hydroxide 

PPFD: Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density 

PVP: Polyvinylpyrrolidone 40 

TDZ: 1-phenyl-3-(1,2,3-thiadiazol-5-yl)-urea (Thidiazuron) 

TFA: Trifluoroacetic Acid 

TZ: 2,3,5-Triphenyltetrazolium Chloride (Tetrazolium Red) 
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Media Codes 

 

SC1: 1/2MS + 1μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose 

SC2: 1/2MS + 1μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP + 3% sucrose 

LC1: MS + 10μM 2,4-D + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose + 0.8% agar 

LC2: MS + 10μM 2,4-D + 5μM TDZ + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose + 0.8% agar 

ST1: 1/2MS + 1μM Kinetin + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose + 0.8% agar 

LM1: MS + 10μM Rifampicin + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose 

LM2: MS + 10μM Rifampicin + 30μM Nystatin + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose 

LM3: MS + 30μM Rifampicin + 30μM Nystatin + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose 
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Introduction 

 

 Nature contains an extremely rich source of highly diverse and innovative 

chemical structures. With only 1% of all chemical structures published, natural 

products and natural-product-derived substances comprised about 35% of the total 

pharmaceuticals market volume of US$230 billion in 1996  (Wessjohann, 2000). 

Natural products and their derivatives represent more than 50% of all drugs in 

clinical use world wide (Gurib-Fakim, 2006). This over proportional success of 

natural-based drugs can be attributed to nature’s ability to induce effects by a 

chemical means e.g. toxins for defence (Verpoorte, 1998). Many of these 

chemicals are able to pass species boundaries to cause this effect. 

 Plants either directly or indirectly support all human and animal life on the 

planet (Kutchan et al, 1991). Plants have spent millions of years developing their 

defences against predators, whether these are mammalian, insect, fungal, bacterial 

or viral. As a result, the plant world is a rich store of novel chemical compounds, 

the structural diversity of which exceeds the bounds of human imagination (Wink, 

2003). A characteristic of higher plants is their capacity to synthesise an enormous 

variety of organic molecules, the so-called secondary metabolites (Wink, 1988). 

 Higher plants contain a variety of substances that are useful as medicines, 

food additives, perfumes, stimulants and colourants. However, decreased plant 

resources, increases in labour costs and other problems in obtaining these high-

value substances from natural and in some cases rare plants have lead to research 
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on the use of plant cell culture for production of these compounds (Misawa, 

1994). 

 Plant cell culture is viewed as a potential means of producing useful plant 

products and circumventing conventional agriculture, with all its attendant 

problems and variables. Cell cultures are not affected by changes in 

environmental conditions such as climate changes (drought, floods, seasonal 

variation, etc), disease, natural depredation, political and labour instabilities in the 

producing countries (often Third World countries), uncontrollable variations in 

the crop quality, inability of authorities to prevent crop adulteration and losses in 

storage and handling (Smith, 2000; Croteau et al, 2000; Misawa, 1994). Thus, the 

reliable production of useful and valuable secondary metabolites in large 

bioreactors located in the consuming country is an attractive proposition (Kurz et 

al, 1995). 

Undifferentiated cell suspension cultures can be made to produce varied 

types of secondary compounds by alteration of the culture conditions or by the 

addition of chemicals to elicit expression of different metabolic pathways. Such 

manipulation can provide a broader range of compounds than can be extracted 

directly from whole plant material. Suitable substrate compounds may be 

biotransformed to a desired product using plant cell cultures. Biotransformation 

may produce compounds that can then be replicated by synthetic means or 

produce novel compounds that have previously not been identified or recognised 

as important. 
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Secondary Metabolism 

 

The use of plants as medicines can be traced back almost to the start of 

civilization (Kutchan, 1995). The use of natural substances, particularly from 

plants is a centuries old practice that has led to the discovery of more than half of 

all modern pharmaceuticals (Clark, 1996). The great civilisations of the ancient 

Chinese, Indians and North Africans provided written evidence of man’s 

ingenuity in utilising plants for the treatment of a wide variety of diseases 

(Phillipson, 2001; Gurib-Fakim, 2006). Infamous examples include Cleopatra’s 

use of atropine-containing extracts of Egyptian henbane (Hyoscyamus muticus) to 

dilate her pupils and appear more alluring (Croteau et al, 2000; Kutchan, 1995). 

Medieval European women utilised extracts of deadly nightshade, Atropa 

belladonna, for the same purpose, hence the name belladonna (Kutchan, 1995). 

Aborigines from Northern Queensland have been reported as using the 

milky juice or latex from Ficus coronata as a disinfectant (Lassak and McCarthy, 

2001). It has been suggested that the proteolytic enzymes and possibly antibiotics 

present in the latex of many species of Ficus may be responsible for the observed 

healing properties. Proteolytic enzymes cause the breakdown of proteins into 

simpler fragments and finally into their component amino acids causing their 

elimination (Lassak and McCarthy, 2001). 

In many plants a significant proportion of assimilated carbon and energy is 

redirected to the synthesis of organic molecules that seem to have no apparent role 

in growth and development of the plant (Hopkins, 1998). Plants contain many 

pathways of primary metabolism, which are not found in animals. They also 
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contain diverse pathways leading off from primary metabolism, which are not 

essential to the survival of the organism. Such peripheral pathways are 

collectively termed secondary metabolism, and are very rare in higher animals, 

although they are occasionally encountered in insects and other invertebrates 

(Edwards and Gatehouse, 1999). A characteristic feature of higher plants is the 

formation of a wide variety of natural products, the so-called secondary 

metabolites (Wink, 1990). For a long time these compounds were regarded as 

insignificant waste products, which had interesting structures, and in many cases, 

exploitable biological properties (Croteau et al , 2000; Wink, 1990; Verpoorte, 

1998). 

Most secondary metabolites are important for the overall fitness of the 

plant that produces them and play a decisive role in the resistance of plants against 

pathogens (viruses, bacteria, fungi) and herbivores (insects, molluscs, vertebrates) 

(Stuhlfauth et al, 1987; Dixon and Lamb, 1990; Wink, 1988; Smith, 2000). Some 

secondary metabolites also display metabolic or further ecological functions such 

as UV protection (Hendry, 1993) and attraction of pollinating or seed dispersing 

animals (Wink, 1997). 

 Plants through the process of evolution have developed a remarkable 

capacity to synthesize, accumulate and excrete a variety of secondary metabolites 

(Siqueira et al, 1991). These secondary metabolites have a profound influence on 

other organisms sharing the same environment (Rhlid et al, 1993). Phenolic 

compounds are among the most widespread class of secondary metabolites and 

they are known to play an important role in plant-micro-organism interaction 

(Siqueira et al, 1991; Rhlid et al, 1993). 
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Since plant secondary metabolites have evolved as factors in the 

interaction with other organisms, many of them have interesting biological or 

therapeutic activities that are useful to man (Wink, 1990). Higher plants 

contribute no less than 25% of the total for pharmaceuticals derived from natural 

products (Gurib-Fakim, 2006). Many thousands of secondary products have been 

described from a diverse selection of higher and lower plants and more are 

continually being characterised. Variations in environmental conditions not only 

induce changes in primary metabolism but also lead to complex alterations in 

secondary metabolism. The competitive performance of plants in an ecosystem 

may be influenced by these secondary metabolites (Stuhlfauth et al, 1987).  

In addition to their intriguing chemistry a number of these compounds are 

economically important, serving as pharmaceuticals, fragrances, stimulants, 

dyestuffs, gums, rubber, resins, pesticides and a variety of substances used to 

colour and flavour foods and drinks  (Table 2.1) (Hopkins, 1998; Morris et al, 

1985; Wink, 1988; Smith, 2000; Croteau et al 2000; Doran, 1996). 

There are no fundamental differences between primary and secondary 

metabolism. Similar chemical reactions take place, and in both cases complex 

molecules are synthesised from simple precursors by multiple enzyme-catalysed 

reactions (Edwards and Gatehouse, 1999). Primary metabolism accounts for a 

majority of the total carbon, nitrogen and sulphur utilisation in plants while most 

routes of secondary metabolism account for only trace quantities of metabolites, 

but still divert carbon and energy into their synthesis (Hopkins, 1998). 
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Table 2.1: Plant species and their respective compounds that are exploited by 
man. 

 
Use Compounds Species Reference 

Pharmaceuticals Atropine Atropa Hopkins, 1998 
 Cardenolides Digitalis Morris et al, 1985 
 Codeine Papaver Hopkins, 1998 
 Morphine Papaver Wink, 1988 
 Quinine Cinchona Hopkins, 1998 
 Scopolamine Datura Doran, 1996 
 Taxol Taxus Smith, 2000 
 Vinblastine Catharanthus Morris et al, 1985 
 Vincristine Catharanthus Morgan and Shanks, 2000
    
Fragrances Lavender Oil Lavendula Wink, 1988 
 Rose Oil Rosa Wink, 1988 
    
Flavours Capsaicin Capsicum Croteau et al 2000 
 Vanillin Vanilla Croteau et al 2000 
    
Colours Indigo Indigofera Wink, 1988 
 Shikonin Erythrorhyzon Smith, 2000 
    
Poisons Coniine Conium Wink, 1988 
 Strychnine Strychnos Wink, 1988 
    
Stimulants Caffeine Coffea Hopkins, 1998 
 Nicotine Nicotiana Doran, 1996 
 Theophylline Thea Wink, 1988 
    
Hallucinogens Cocaine Erythroxylon Hopkins, 1998 
 Cannabinol Cannabis Wink, 1988 
    
Insecticides Nicotine Nicotiana Smith, 2000 
 Piperine Piper Wink, 1988 
 Pyrethrin Pyrethrum Wink, 1988 

 

 Primary metabolism is subject to complex regulation by the action of 

allosteric enzymes. This type of regulation appears to be absent from the later 

steps involved in secondary metabolic pathways, although normally an early step 

on the metabolic pathway is subject to complex regulation. This complex 
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regulation is often at the point where the pathway diverges from primary 

metabolism (Edwards and Gatehouse, 1999).  

 One of the remarkable and significant features of secondary metabolism is 

that it utilises a very limited selection of precursors, and that these precursors are 

substances of special importance in primary metabolism. We can define 

secondary metabolites as having a restricted taxonomic distribution, as being 

products that are not found under all circumstances, and as having no obvious 

metabolic functions (Bu'Lock, 1981; Croteau et al, 2000). 

 There is a restricted range of precursors and a relatively limited number of 

reaction types that can give rise to a very large range of secondary metabolites 

(Fig 2.1). It can be seen that the diversity of secondary metabolites can only be 

derived from the later stages of their synthesis, rather than from the multiplicity of 

their origins. The shikimate pathway although common to bacteria, fungi and 

plants is not found in animals (Hopkins, 1998). Even though there is such a vast 

potential for variation in secondary metabolism, any given plant species only 

synthesises a defined and limited range of products (Edwards and Gatehouse, 

1999). 

Genetically related plants accumulate similar secondary compounds 

because their metabolism and biology have been adapted and optimised during 

evolution to fulfil their functions such as defence or attraction (Wink, 1990). 

Determining the degree of relatedness between plants, by comparing their profiles 

of secondary metabolites, has proved useful in plant classification and is termed 

chemotaxonomy (Verpoorte, 1998; Siqueira et al, 1991; Edwards and Gatehouse, 

1999). 
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Figure 2.1: Overview of plant secondary metabolism showing the interrelationships of 
the different pathways (From Edwards and Gatehouse, 1999). 

 

 Typical species-dependent differences in secondary metabolism include 

the presence or absence of whole biosynthetic pathways or subtle differences such 

as containing a single unique enzyme in the later stages of biosynthesis giving rise 

to minor differences in metabolite profiles (Edwards and Gatehouse, 1999). Minor 

variations in the substitution of flavonoids for example can give rise to striking 

differences in flower pigmentation. The biosynthesis of secondary metabolites can 

occur in all tissues and cells however, it is generally a rule that biosynthesis is 

restricted to special tissues or even special cells (Wink, 1990). 
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Explant Disinfestation 

 

Commercial micro-propagation laboratories often report that persistent 

bacteria and fungal contamination is a serious problem that prevents the exchange 

of plant material free of microbes (Buckley et al, 1995). Failure of surface 

disinfestation procedures to produce aseptic cultures is a problem especially with 

woody plant species (Cassells, 1990). 

Contamination is not always seen at the culture establishment stage as 

some internal contaminants become evident at later subcultures and are difficult to 

eliminate (Leifert et al, 1989; Reed et al, 1998; Brunner et al, 1995). Detection at 

an early stage can aid in selecting bacteria-free cultures. Antibiotics or other 

treatments may be needed to eliminate persistent microbial contamination but the 

type and level of antibiotics and the duration of treatment useful for different plant 

tissue cultures varies, and therefore, needs to be determined for each plant species 

and tissue type (Kneifel and Leonhardt, 1992). 

'Control of Growth' means to prevent growth of micro-organisms. This control 

is affected in two basic ways: 

1. By killing micro-organisms 

2. By inhibiting the growth of micro-organisms 

 

In tissue culture the control of growth by killing micro-organisms is generally 

the desired outcome. Inhibiting the growth of micro-organisms means 

contaminants are still present and viable so when conditions become favourable 

they can regrow, causing contamination of the culture (Reed et al, 1995). 
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The use of hypochlorite salts for disinfestation dates back to the mid 18th 

century. Since that time, chlorinating has been the most widely used bactericidal 

treatment for conventional disinfestation of municipal drinking water to prevent 

epidemic diseases (Michè and Balandreau, 2001). Hypochlorite is known to be a 

very effective killer of bacteria; even micro molar concentrations are enough to 

reduce bacterial populations significantly (Nakagawara et al, 1998). 

Sodium hypochlorite i.e. household bleach and pool chlorine, is the most 

commonly used agent for sterilisation. Numerous surface disinfestation 

techniques and a wide variety of chemicals have been used in attempts to 

eliminate micro-organisms from plant material (Andrews, 1996). Chanprame et 

al, 1996, reported the use of 1.05% sodium hypochlorite reduced contamination 

levels from 95% to 10% in plant material examined. 

The presence of bacterial and fungal contamination on plant surfaces 

constitutes a potentially serious problem for studies where such contaminants 

might affect the plant. Plant associated bacteria and fungi can secrete auxins, 

cytokinins and other hormones, that affect plant development or elicit disease and 

defence responses in the plant (Verpoorte, 1998). They may consume nutrients or 

produce antibiotics that significantly affect plant growth or induce death 

(Caetano-Anollés et al, 1990; Marino et al, 1997; Cassells, 1990). 

When conventional disinfestation methods are unsuccessful i.e. the 

duration of exposure to sodium hypochlorite that is necessary for the efficient 

removal of contaminants, causes severe damage to the plant material, alternatives 

must be sought. Internal contaminants can be very difficult to eliminate therefore 
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antibiotics offer an alternative to discarding infected explant material (Kritzinger 

et al, 1997; Reed et al, 1998; Reed et al, 1995). 

In plant tissues, antibiotic concentrations 3-4 times higher than those 

effective on isolated bacteria have been necessary to eliminate internal 

contaminants (Reed et al, 1998). Kritzinger et al, 1997, reported satisfactory 

disinfestation of Zantedeschia rhizomes using fungicide pre-treatment and an 

antibiotic or combination of antibiotics. In some cases antibiotic treatments appear 

bacteriostatic resulting in reduced rather then eliminated contamination (Kneifel 

and Leonhardt, 1992). Antibiotics can be lethal to plant tissue even in small 

amounts therefore, careful consideration should be given to the type of antibiotic 

chosen and plants need to be monitored for signs of toxicity to the antibiotic 

(Falkiner, 1997; Pollock et al, 1983). Teixeira da Silva et al, 2003 reported 

antibiotics from a variety of classes were phytotoxic to chrysanthemum and 

tobacco decreasing callus fresh weight and inhibiting shoot and root development. 

In many plant species more than one strain of contamination is often reported and 

thus a combination of antibiotics is required however phytotoxicity or 

incompatibility of the antibiotics can result (Brunner et al, 1995). 
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Suspension Cultures & Bioreactors 

 

Humankind along with the rest of the animal kingdom is very dependent 

on plants as sources of oxygen, carbohydrates, proteins and fats. In addition, other 

useful materials such as wood, cellulose, gums and rubber are obtained from plant 

sources and provide man with shelter, clothing, food, flavours and medicines 

(Gurib-Fakim, 2006). In the context of secondary products from plant tissue 

cultures, it should be stressed that plants are superb synthesisers of organic 

compounds, producing a vast array of substances including carbon dioxide, water, 

inorganic ions and secondary metabolites (Phillipson, 1990) and there is extensive 

use of plant secondary products in commerce (Thanh et al, 2006). 

The occurrence of secondary metabolites in plant cell cultures is no longer 

a subject of mere curiosity, but a focal point of bio-technological activity. The 

objectives of this activity being the generation of cell lines that produce high 

yields of specific chemicals such as alkaloids or the production of plant cell 

biomass. Variation among cell cultures in their ability to yield secondary 

metabolites can be due to differences in genotypes from species to species 

(Edwards and Gatehouse, 1999; Constabel et al, 1982). For commercial 

exploitation, it is necessary to develop processes that have some chance of being 

economically viable and this has proved difficult to achieve with many species 

(Phillipson, 2001). Despite laboratory success in the production of secondary 

compounds and the elucidation of their biosynthesis, particularly at the enzyme 

level, there has been a lack of commercial success. Plant cell culture technology 
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shows promise for the large-scale production of valuable plant products (Roberts 

and Shuler, 1997; Doran, 1996). 

Plant cells, isolated from field-grown plants and cultivated in vitro, have 

the potential to produce and accumulate chemicals similar to or identical with 

those produced by the plant from which they originated (Zenk and Deus, 1982). 

The production of secondary products from plant tissue culture is based on the 

assumption that the same precious product produced in nature in an organ, fruit or 

other tissue can be stimulated to accumulate in undifferentiated cells (Smith, 

2000). This poses the question: why are there so few commercial processes 

involving plant cell cultures, despite the undoubted capability of many groups of 

taxonomically diverse higher plants having yielded a range of compounds (Zenk 

and Deus, 1982).  

One of the principle obstacles in the development of this field is the fact 

that few cell cultures have been established which spontaneously produce 

substantial amounts of secondary plant products (Wink, 1999; Zenk and Deus, 

1982). It is possible to grow plant cell cultures on a large scale and some 

advantages can accrue from these processes on a commercial scale, e.g. tobacco 

biomass produced in 20,000L fermenters over a continuous period of 66 days 

results in tobacco biomass of uniform quality, which is independent of climatic or 

geographic factors (Hashimoto et al, 1982). The commercial production of the 

anticancer drug paclitaxel using plant cell suspension cultures has been achieved 

by two companies Samyang Genex in Korea and Catalytic in the USA (Zhong et 

al, 2002). 
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Most suspension cultures are obtained by the transfer of friable callus 

lumps to agitated liquid medium. A relatively large initial inoculum is 

advantageous, as this ensures that sufficient single cells and/or small clumps are   

released into the medium to provide a suitably high cell density for subsequent 

growth (Dixon, 1985; Morris et al, 1985). Ideally, a cell suspension culture would 

consist of a population of single cells suspended with continuous agitation in a 

liquid medium. However, in only the rarest of instances does this occur. The 

higher the degree of cell dissociation the greater the culture uniformity, therefore 

most researchers strive to achieve as fine a cell suspension as possible. None the 

less, some degree of cell aggregation generally has to be tolerated and ‘fine’ 

suspension cultures usually consist of micro to sub-macroscopic colonies made up 

of ca. 5-200 cells depending on cell strain and environmental conditions (Van 

Gulik et al, 2001; Zhong et al, 2002). Furthermore, cultures consisting of larger 

aggregates (e.g. 0.5-1.0 mm in diameter) usually are more readily attainable, grow 

well and depending on the aim of the research are often sufficient to meet all 

requirements (Hall, 1991). 

The most commonly used cell suspensions are of the batch or closed type 

where the cells are grown in a fixed volume of liquid medium and routinely 

maintained through the transfer of a portion (usually ca. 10 - 30%) of a culture to 

fresh medium at regular intervals (Morris et al, 1985; Hall, 1991). The growth 

curve of a cell suspension culture has a characteristic shape consisting of four 

essential stages - an initial lag phase, an exponential phase, a linear phase and 

ultimately a stationary phase. The duration of the different phases is dependent 

not only on the culture used but also on the medium and subculture regime (Hall, 
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1991). Due to the necessity of frequent transfers of suspension cultures and long 

run times contamination of cultures must be minimised (Finer et al, 1991; Van 

Gulik et al, 2001). 

Cell suspension cultures have a multitude of applications and are generally 

preferred over callus cultures due to their greater homogeneity, more rapid growth 

rates and the ease of experimental manipulation. The continuous agitation of the 

culture mixes and aerates the medium and helps to break up cell aggregates 

(Thanh et al, 2006). As a result of this constant agitation a high proportion of the 

cells are in direct contact with the culture medium, and thus the physical (light) 

and chemical (gases, nutrient) gradients present in callus cultures, are to a large 

extent eliminated (Hall, 1991). 

The large-scale growth of plant cells in bioreactors is required in order to 

develop any form of biotechnological process for commercial use. Plant cell 

suspensions are often treated like micro-organisms but the characteristics of the 

cultures are somewhat different and can affect their growth in bioreactors (Scragg 

(b), 1990) The large scale or mass cultivation of plant cells is the growth of plant 

cell suspensions at volumes above those normally produced in shaker flasks, that 

is, above 1L. Attempts to grow plant cells in fermenters or bioreactors 

commenced in the early 1960's with converted carboys (Scragg and Fowler, 

1990). Much of the early work was carried out using bioreactors designed for 

microbial cultures. It was soon discovered, however, that although plant cell 

suspensions appear to be similar in many ways to microbial cultures, there are, in 

fact, key differences that can have significant influence on large-scale cultivation 

(Scragg and Fowler, 1990). 
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Plant cells are much larger than most micro-organisms, at about 40-200μm 

long and 10-40μm wide compared with 2-5μm for yeast (Van Gulik et al, 2001). 

The individual plant cell soon after division is typically rounded and contains 

considerable amounts of cytoplasm, however, as it ages; the cell expands and 

becomes dominated by a large vacuole. In consequence, the overall metabolic 

activity is low compared with microbial cells, which in turn gives a very slow 

growth rate (measured in days) and a low oxygen demand (Morris et al, 1985; 

Scragg and Fowler, 1990). The large size, rigid cellulose wall, and extensive 

vacuole have also been used to explain the apparent sensitivity to shear 

experienced in plant cell suspensions (Pan et al, 2000). Individual plant cells are 

not normally found in cell suspensions and the presence of large aggregates 

causes plant cell suspensions to settle out rapidly (Zhong et al, 2002). Therefore 

good mixing is required and care must be taken to avoid the blocking of inlet and 

sample ports. 

The high settling rate caused by the aggregated nature of plant cell 

suspensions and the slow growth rate means that mixing is generally more 

important than oxygen supply. The sensitivity of plant cells and aggregates to 

vigorous mixing means that a balance between the two must be achieved. The 

types of processes for which plant cell culture use might be considered include the 

production of biomass (e.g., ginseng or tobacco) (Hashimoto et al, 1982; Thanh et 

al, 2006), and the production of certain secondary products for the food and the 

pharmaceutical industry (Misawa, 1994). 

The most dramatic difference between plant cells and micro-organisms is 

in their growth rates, with typical doubling times of 2-3 days compared to 1-2hrs 
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for micro-organisms. The practical consequences of this slow growth for 

bioreactor operation is that the runs are longer, up to 21-28 days in length, thus 

requiring great attention to maintenance of sterility (Stepan-Sarkissian 1991; 

Scragg (b),1990). The number of runs that can be achieved per year is limited. 

The growth cycle of plant cells also differs from that of micro-organisms. Plant 

cells increase in number, dry weight, and wet weight in a logarithmic manner until 

a point at which the cells increasingly cease dividing and go through a period of 

rapid expansion, increasing in both size and water content. The high water 

content, due to vacuolation, limits the maximum biomass levels to about 40g/L 

dry weight (Scragg (b), 1990). Thanh et al, 2006 reported increases of 15% in 

ginseng biomass dry weight when oxygen levels were increased from 20% to 

40%. 

The economics of the entire process must be carefully considered when 

examining the suitability of plant cell culture for the manufacture of target 

compounds. The objective is to produce the maximum amount of required product 

in as short a time as possible, using the most cost-effective methods (Bond, 1990).  
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When examining the actual cost of production the following are some of the 

considerations that must be taken into account: 

1. Initial cost of equipment e.g. bioreactor 

2. Cost of materials for each production run e.g. media, electricity, 

heating, lighting. 

3. Inoculum production costs and maintenance of stock cultures. 

4. Cost of harvesting the biomass and extraction or purification of the 

product. 

5. Downtime of the bioreactor. The time spent cleaning, making new 

media, and sterilising the vessel. 

 

All these factors must be carefully measured against the market value of the 

product being produced and the stability (or growth) of the market (Bond, 1990). 

In many cases high rates of production of commercially important compounds 

have not been achieved firstly due to failure to find conditions in the cell culture 

to stimulate production and secondly due to the fact that  production even if 

established is often unstable (Iwase et al, 2005; Zhong et al, 2002; Wink, 1999). 

The production of one such compound Paclitaxel, an important anticancer drug, 

by plant cell culture has been the subject of extensive research although 

commercial production is still limited by low productivity of the secondary 

metabolite (Luo and He, 2004). 
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Advantages of Using Tissue Culture to Produce and Extract 

Compounds 

 

 Nature as a potential source of useful drugs has been recognised since 

ancient times. This has resulted in the use of a large number of medicinal plants 

being used to treat various diseases (Verpoorte, 1998). Natural products are the 

most consistently successful source of drug leads (Khosla, 1998; Harvey, 2000). 

Natural products continue to provide greater structural diversity than standard 

combinatorial chemistry and so they offer major opportunities for the discovery of 

novel molecular lead structures that are active against a wide range of assay 

targets (Peláez, 2006; Nisbet and Moore, 1997; Harvey, 2000). 

 The World Health Organisation has compiled a list of over 20,000 

common medicinal plants used in different parts of the world (Gupta, 1991). 

About 25% of the drugs prescribed worldwide come from plants. Of this there are 

121 such active compounds in current use (Rates, 2001). Of the 252 drugs 

considered as basic and essential by the World Health Organisation 11% are 

exclusively of plant origin and a significant number are synthetic drugs obtained 

from natural precursors (Rates, 2001). It is estimated that over 60% of anti-tumour 

and anti-infectious drugs already on the market or under clinical trial are of 

natural origin (Cragg et al, 1997; Rates, 2001). Plants are some of nature’s best 

chemists and sophisticated structures such as codeine, vinblastine and taxol 

remain beyond the reach of commercially feasible total chemical synthesis 

(Kutchan, 1995). As the vast majority of these cannot yet be synthesised 
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economically they are still obtained from wild or cultivated plant material (Kurz 

et al, 1995; Morris et al, 1985; Doran, 1996). Natural compounds can also be lead 

compounds, allowing the design and rational planning of new drugs and the 

discovery of new therapeutic properties not yet attributed to known compounds. 

(Hamburger and Hostettmann, 1991; Gurib-Fakim, 2006) 

 Broadly speaking, three different approaches have been, and continue to 

be used for the discovery of new medicines. These are traditional, empirical and 

molecular. The traditional approach makes use of materials that have been found 

by trial and error over many years in different cultures and systems of medicine. 

An example of this is morphine, which has been in widespread use for a long 

time. The empirical approach builds on an understanding of a relevant 

physiological process and often develops a therapeutic agent from naturally 

occurring lead molecules (Nisbet and Moore, 1997; Gurib-Fakim, 2006). The 

molecular approach is based on the availability or understanding of a molecular 

target for the medicinal agent. A challenge for successful application of random 

screening is to find sufficient numbers of compounds for testing. The compounds 

have to be structurally diverse in order to increase the chance of finding activity at 

the molecular target. Natural products could have a key role, if they can be made 

more reliable with a constant supply of compounds with drug-like properties. The 

major source of chemical diversity for screening purposes is natural products 

(Nisbet and Moore, 1997). The major advantage of natural products for random 

screening is their structural diversity (Peláez, 2006). In addition many natural 

products are relatively small and they have ‘drug-like’ properties such as  they can 

be adsorbed and they are often metabolised (Harvey, 1999). 
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 Plant cell culture i.e. the growth of plant cells on solid medium or in 

liquid, was originally used to study the physiology and biochemistry of plants 

without the complication of the whole plant (Scragg (a), 1990). However, it was 

soon found that plant cell cultures were often capable of producing compounds 

characteristic of the original plant, and in particular secondary metabolites (Smith, 

2000; Zenk and Deus, 1982). 

Under optimal conditions plant cells are able to grow like micro-organisms 

in suspension cultures without limitation or ageing (Rueffer, 1985). Moreover 

they are totipotent, in that one single cell contains all the genetic information for 

the differentiated plant, which means that a under the right conditions a plant can 

be regenerated from a single cell (Becker and Sauerwein, 1990). Although plant 

cell culture systems are often repressed in their biosynthetic capacity for 

secondary products if a cell culture is challenged by a pathogenic organism the 

synthesis of secondary products may be drastically increased (Barz et al, 1990; 

Zhong, 2002; Dixon and Lamb, 1990; Kutchan et al, 1991). Therefore under 

appropriate conditions cell suspension cultures have the ability to produce the 

whole range of natural products, which are isolated from differentiated plants 

(Rueffer, 1985; Smith, 2000). This can be of extreme importance for the 

production of substances for pharmaceutical use, since 25% of the drugs 

prescribed worldwide come from plants (Rates, 2001).  

 Plant cell cultures have several advantages in comparison to differentiated 

plants. They are independent of geographical, climatical and political conditions 

of the countries where the particular plants are found. Geographical locations tend 

to be such that there are large distances separating the collection sites and the 
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laboratories necessary for processing and analysis of the plant material. Plant cell 

cultures have faster growth rates then their whole plant counterparts (Su and 

Arias, 2003) and secondary products in cell culture can be generated on a 

continuous year round basis independent of seasonal production of compounds 

and available plant material (Smith, 2000; Croteau et al, 2000). Plant cell cultures 

also have the advantage of being free from diseases and animal destruction 

(Morris et al, 1985), and therefore the price of the resultant drug can be stabilised 

(Rueffer, 1985). These cell cultures also provide a convenient system that can be 

easily manipulated to study the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites (Ouyang et 

al, 2005). In addition plant cell cultures can be easily cultivated under 

governmental control and this is of particular importance for the production of 

substances requiring strict security regulations (e.g. morphine). These plants 

would otherwise have to be grown in the field with tight security and considerable 

expense, all adding to the cost of the final product.  

 Consideration must also be given to the average yield of active compounds 

and the amount of crude plant material required for the discovery, development 

and launch of a new drug on the market. In general 50kg of raw material is 

required to provide around 500mg of pure compound for bioassays, toxicology 

and “in vivo” evaluation. Full pre-clinical and clinical studies can require 2kg of 

pure compound, which would be obtained from as much as 200 ton of raw 

material (Rates, 2001). Obtaining even small amounts of the drug paclitaxel 

requires several fully-grown yew trees, which grow very slowly (Choi et al, 

2001). Plant cell culture may offer an alternative way of extracting paclitaxel 

without the restriction of available natural resources. 
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 The worlds’ resources, renewable and non-renewable, are being depleted 

at a staggering rate. The International Union for the Conservation of Nature 

reported in their “Red List of Threatened Species” that one-eighth (34,000 

species) of all flowering plants are presently threatened in 200 countries (Cordell, 

2000). A large range of medicinal plants continue to be collected from wild plant 

growth in the country of origin. The tropical forests in particular often hold a 

luxuriant distribution of medicinal plant species and by virtue of its diversity has a 

significant role to play in being able to provide new lead compounds for the 

pharmaceutical industry (Gupta, 1991). During recent years emphasis on the 

conservation of plant resources and the information concerning their use by many 

of the worlds aboriginal societies has given added importance to the continued 

study of the large unexploited portion of the plant kingdom (Raffauf, 1996). The 

existence of undiscovered pharmaceuticals for modern medicine has been cited as 

one of the reasons for protecting tropical rainforests (Gurib-Fakim, 2006). As 

more medicinal plants are brought back into mainstream treatment regimens in the 

developed countries, the market growth must be balanced with sustainable supply. 

Large scale and often ruthless exploitation of plants to meet the sudden surges in 

demand have caused instances where harvesting of wild plants has resulted in the 

rapid depletion of natural stands of medicinal plants to the point where many are 

now endangered species (Cordell, 2000; Gupta, 1991). Cistanche deserticola plant 

extracts are important in Chinese traditional medicine as an anti-inflammatory but 

due to the plant being difficult to cultivate is now almost extinct from over 

exploitation of wild populations (Ouyang et al, 2005). 
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 Lack of knowledge of chemical composition, geographical distribution 

and environmental impact on chemical biodiversity and plant variability makes it 

difficult to obtain consistent quality (Rates, 2001). This is where plant tissue and 

cell suspension culture can be used. Only a small supply of starting material needs 

to be taken from the wild and this can then be multiplied up in vitro. Tissue 

culture provides a constant reliable and predictable supply of plant material with 

consistent quality regardless of climate changes or natural disasters. In some cases 

such as shikonin, the yields per gram fresh weight may exceed that found in 

nature by as much as 800 percent (Smith, 2000).  

Barring any major unforeseen circumstances no more plant material would 

need to be harvested from the wild. Three long standing examples of 

commercially viable production of a secondary metabolite in vitro are ginseng 

saponins, shikonin and berberine (Becker and Sauerwein, 1990; Thanh et al, 

2006). Ginseng is produced in large-scale root cultures while the other two 

products are found in highly coloured cell cultures (Smith, 2000). 

For shikonin and berberine cultures highly productive superior daughter 

lines were obtained through protoplast isolation by cell sorting and culture of only 

high product producing cells (Fujita, 1988). Although cell selection is effective 

for obtaining highly productive cell lines it is not possible to obtain a cell line 

better than the most productive cells in the parental cell aggregate, but plant cell 

cultures are flexible systems that can be modified to manipulate product yields 

(Roberts and Shuler, 1997; Halaweish and Tallamy, 1998).   
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Disadvantages of Using Tissue Culture to Produce and 

Extract Compounds 

 

 Plants exhibit a wide biosynthetic repertoire, indeed many of the materials 

used in the food, flavouring, fragrance and pharmaceutical industries are extracted 

from plants (Smith, 2000; Croteau et al 2000; Hopkins, 1998). Plant cell cultures 

are attractive as possible alternative sources of secondary metabolites, but very 

few have reached large-scale production (Badaoui et al, 1996; Pan et al, 2000). 

The laws of genetics govern the synthesis and accumulation of secondary 

metabolites used in drugs and pharmaceuticals (Gupta, 1991). The spectrum of 

compounds that are produced is often quite different from that in the parent plant 

(Becker and Sauerwein, 1990; Misawa, 1994). Most plant cells in culture tend to 

accumulate only a small amount of the compounds typical of the species from 

which the cultures were isolated (Croteau et al 2000; Yeoman et al, 1990). It is 

these low yield of products that pose a major barrier in commercial production of 

useful secondary metabolites by plant cells in vitro (Stepan-Sarkissian, 1991; 

Contin et al, 1999; Yeoman et al, 1990).  

Since plant cells can be cultivated in various fermenters or bioreactors in a 

similar way to microbial fermentations, and Japan has highly developed 

fermentation technology, many industrial companies in Japan have tried to apply 

this technology to commercial production of useful compounds. There are two 

Japanese firms manufacturing a plant pigment, Shikonin, and ginseng cell 

biomass on a commercial scale (Misawa, 1994). A few barriers must be overcome 
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before commercialisation of many other products can occur. Generally when a 

plant cell culture is initiated limited levels of the desired compound are produced 

and product yield must be increased by several orders of magnitude to be 

commercially viable (Zhong, 2002). Pan et al, 2000 reported cell cultures of 

Taxus chinensis were capable of producing more than 10mg/g dry weight of 

diterpenoid while cultured in shaker flasks but once cells were transferred to an 

airlift bioreactor for scale-up the accumulation was greatly reduced. 

 The dedifferentiation of plant tissue in vitro to produce callus or 

suspension cells is usually accompanied by an apparent loss of ability to 

accumulate secondary compounds (Iwase et al, 2005). The reasons for such non-

accumulation maybe: 

1) The lack of expression in non-specialised cells of genes that control the 

essential steps in the biosynthetic pathway. 

2) The diversion of substrate away from secondary product formation. 

3) The non-operation of transport mechanisms by which potentially toxic end 

products may be removed from the biosynthetic site. 

4) The non-availability of storage sites in which secondary metabolites would 

normally be sequestered. 

5) The unregulated catabolism of synthesised product. 

 

Such factors are presumably under strict developmental control and may operate 

independently for each metabolite or series of metabolites within the same plant 

or even the same cell (Wink, 1999; Charlwood et al, 1990; Croteau et al 2000).  
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The differentiation of unorganised tissue, however, often leads to the 

partial or complete restoration of the capability to accumulate secondary products 

(Charlwood et al, 1990; Smith, 2000). Selected root cultures of Hyoscyamus niger 

and H.albus exhibit a five fold fresh weight increase in one week and contain as 

much as 0.3% dry weight scopolamine (0.02% in intact plant roots) from H.niger  

and 0.6% dry weight hyoscyamine (0.04% in intact plant roots) from H.albus  

(Yamada and Hashimoto, 1988). The possible lack of specific enzymes is well 

illustrated by the bisbenzylisoquinoline alkaloids from Stephania cepharantha. 

The differentiated plant produces cepharanthine and isotetrandrine as major 

alkaloids, which are not detected in the cell culture, whereas the cell culture 

produces their possible precursors in higher amounts than the plant, and this may 

be explained by the lack of specific enzymes (Rueffer, 1985). 

If the precursor or even intermediates of the biosynthetic pathway can be 

detected but further metabolites are absent in plant cell cultures it is generally 

justified to conclude the probable lack of specific enzymes (Böhm, 1982). It is 

still difficult to estimate whether or not enzymes remain inactive in plant cell 

cultures because certain membranes or organelles are absent (Contin et al, 1999; 

Böhm, 1982). The capacity of plant cell cultures to produce secondary metabolites 

depends on the nature of the metabolite. In Solanaceous cell suspensions the 

levels of tropane and tobacco alkaloids are often very low and one reason could be 

that key enzymatic systems between primary and secondary metabolism are 

inhibited in plant cell cultures (Marty et al, 1997). 

It may be advantageous to remove the product from the medium around 

the cells to prevent any possibility of inhibition of synthesis. Separation of the 
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secondary metabolite from the site of storage in the whole plant is usually 

difficult. Storage is more often than not in the vacuole or specialised cells in the 

whole plant suggesting that end-product inhibition or limitation is desirable. It 

would therefore appear that where the secondary metabolite is released into the 

surrounding medium in vitro it would be advantageous to continually remove it to 

prevent inhibition of the metabolite production (Yeoman et al, 1990). It is often 

very difficult to extract secondary metabolites from cell cultures and methods 

usually have to be developed to allow the release of product into the medium 

(Halaweish and Tallamy, 1998). 

 The presence of storage spaces for the production of secondary substances 

in plant cell cultures can also pose a significant problem. Cultivated cells of 

several plant species are unable to accumulate their secondary products in their 

own vacuoles (Böhm, 1982). These cells are dependent on the ability to excrete 

these substances to specialised cells as they are produced and if this excretion 

pathway is absent the respective cell cultures could be unproductive (Wink, 1999; 

Smith, 2000). 

 Terpenoid essential oils are normally stored in trichomes on the leaf 

surface as they are potentially phytotoxic. Cell suspension cultures produce 

negligible amounts of these compounds, while shoot cultures which have well 

developed storage glands accumulate significant quantities (Wink, 1999). 

Transformed shoot cultures of mint possess well formed oil glands and may 

accumulate levels of monoterpene flavour compounds at levels similar to those 

seen in the whole plant (Spencer et al, 1993). 
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 The production cost of metabolites from cell cultures can be another 

problem resulting from low productivity of cultured plants. In order to decrease 

the cost, increase of production efficiency per cell is an essential factor, which 

means that higher amounts of product must be produced as quickly as possible 

and be easily extracted or separated from the biomass (Misawa, 1994). 

 This technology is still being developed and there is a variety of problems 

to be overcome before it can be adopted on a wide scale for the production of 

plant secondary metabolites. 
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Importance of the Flavonoid Group 

 

As researchers probe the once-hidden depths of foods, they are 

discovering that vitamins and minerals are merely the tip of the nutritional iceberg 

(Gazsi, 2001). Perhaps the largest group of “other” nutrients are the flavonoids; 

also know as bioflavonoids (Gazsi, 2001). The flavonoids are a family of 

structurally related pigments largely confined to vascular plants (Hendry, 1993). 

Flavonoids constitute a class of phenolic compounds of very widespread 

occurrence in plants, some of the best known being a large proportion of flower 

pigments. Many, but not all, are coloured and these include the anthocyanins, 

widespread as petal and fruit colorants (Kakegawa and Komamine, 1995; Hendry, 

1993). 

Several biological properties have been ascribed to flavonoids. Among 

them anti-inflammatory, antihepatotoxic and antiviral activities are well known, 

together with the vasculo-protector and spasmolytic properties. They are also 

potent antioxidants and metal chelators. Other natural compounds such as chrysin 

(Fig 2.2) have been shown to cause muscle relaxation, sedation and locomotion 

when injected into mice (Zanoli et al, 2000). Ficine has the ability to breakdown 

proteins and is commercially used in combination with papain (from Carica 

papaya) to tenderise meat. Ficine is also used to help the formation of curds for 

cheese making, to chill-proof beer and medicinally it has been successfully used 

to treat intestinal worms (Hughes, 2004). Anthocyanins are credited with the 

ability to enhance immune function by boosting the production of cytokines, 
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which help regulate immune responses (Wang and Mazza, 2002). Ingestion of 

flavonoids has been associated with reduced incidence of coronary heart disease 

(Peterson and Dwyer, 1998; Havsteen, 2002). The rich anthocyanin pigment 

content of red wines as well as associated flavonoids, are speculated to be 

responsible for the correlation between red wine consumption and reduced 

cardiovascular mortality (Lila, 2004; Dixon and Steele, 1999). 

OHO

OH O

 

Figure 2.2: Chrysin 

 

Flavonoids are chemical compounds that plants produce to protect 

themselves from parasites, bacteria and cell injury (Gazsi, 2001). Because of their 

in vitro antimicrobial activity specific classes of flavonoids have been though to 

play a role in plant micro-organism interactions as part of the host plants 

defensive strategy (Dixon and Steele, 1999; Rhlid et al, 1993). Over 7000 

naturally occurring flavonoids  are known to exist in fruit, vegetables, spices, 

seeds, nuts, flowers, bark and tea (Croteau et al, 2000; Gazsi, 2001; Davies, 2004; 

Dixon and Steele, 1999). Certain flavonoids in fruits and vegetables have a much 

greater antioxidant activity than Vitamin C or E and in fact some flavonoids 

protect the antioxidant vitamins from oxidative damage (Gazsi, 2001). Flavonoid 
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uptake has been demonstrated for a range of insects. In particular butterflies have 

been shown to take up the flavonols and accumulate them in their wings possibly 

to act as visual attractants to mates (Bohm, 1998). The most obvious and best 

characterised role of flavonoids is to provide floral visual cues for insect and 

animal pollinators, making them the most important floral pigment occurring 

throughout the angiosperms (Schwinn and Davies, 2004). 

Apigenin (Fig 2.3) when injected into rats reduces locomotor activity 

(Avallone et al, 2000), while Luteolin (Fig 2.4) has an anti-proliferative activity 

against several tumor cell lines and shows potential as a lead compound for anti 

cancer chemotherapy (Chowdhury et al, 2002). Taxifolin (Fig 2.5) has a 

protective effect on the cytotoxicity of tumor necrosis factor-alpha in L-929 tumor 

cells (Habtemariam, 1997). 

 

Figure 2.3: Apigenin 
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Figure 2.4: Luteolin 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Taxifolin 

 

 

These compounds, almost all of which are aromatic, arise from different 

origins. They are either derived from the shikimic acid pathway (Fig 2.6), for 

example phenols, or possess a mixed biogenesis i.e. their skeletons are derived 

from at least two different pathways (Stafford, 1991). Most compounds in the 

second category are coloured. They include flavonoids such as anthocyanins. In 

higher plants the abundance of phenolic substances is second only to 

carbohydrates. The association of plant phenolics with human culture, as 
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pigments, tanning agents and therapeutics has a long history (Stafford, 1991). 

Phenylalanine is considered among the ten amino acids essential to animals 

(including humans) and represents one of the principal source of all aromatic 

molecules in animals (Hopkins, 1998). 

The class of aromatic compounds collectively known as flavonoids are 

characterised by a C6-C3-C6 structure (Fig 2.7) in which the C3 group links the 

two benzene rings and has different substitution patterns (Stafford, 1991). These 

patterns in turn define the various flavonoid subgroups. Flavonoids are 

widespread throughout the plant kingdom, where they occur in most tissue types, 

but within tissues there is often a distinct localisation of pigment types in different 

cell layers (Bohm, 1998). The presence of double bonds in flavonoid molecules 

cause them to absorb visible light and give colour to plant tissue (mostly flowers) 

in which they are present in mainly the epidermal cells or sub-epidermally in 

leaves (Stafford, 1991; Bohm, 1998). 
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Figure 2.6: Biosynthetic Pathway of phenol derivatives (From Stafford, 1991) 
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Figure 2.7: Flavonoid Basic Structure. Two benzene rings (labelled A and B) joined with 
an oxygen containing pyran ring (labelled C). Different substitutions on the 
rings A and B alter the colour and associations between two or more 
molecules gives rise to numerous subtle shades. 

 

  

Flavonoids are generally water-soluble compounds with the more 

conjugated compounds often being brightly coloured. The most colourful and 

abundant of the flavonoids are the anthocyanins (Schwinn and Davies, 2004). 

Anthocyanins absorb light at the longest wavelengths and are responsible for the 

common red and rare blue pigment of flower petals and can make up as much as 

30% of the dry weight of some flowers (Kaufman et al., 1999). They are also the 

basis for most orange, pink, magenta, mauve and purple floral colours (Croteau et 

al, 2000; Schwinn and Davies, 2004). 

 Of the non-anthocyanin flavonoids, most are colourless or at best pale 

yellow (Hendry, 1993). Many contribute to the white and cream colour of petals. 

Flavonoids serve functions in plants as diverse as signalling to micro-organisms, 

protecting against pathogens, influencing auxin transport and enabling plant 

fertility (Schwinn and Davies, 2004). Flavonoids as a group absorb ultraviolet-B 
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radiation very strongly and it has been suggested that flavonoids may in fact have 

a protective function for land plants in sunlight (Wink, 1997; Stafford, 1991). 
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Importance of Bisbenzylisoquinoline Alkaloid Group 

 

 The bisbenzylisoquinoline class of alkaloids contains over 270 members 

and  constitute one of the most important groups of isoquinoline alkaloids because 

of their diverse formulations and varied pharmacological effects (Cassels et al, 

1987; Kutchan, 1995). Bisbenzylisoquinoline alkaloids are the product of 

intermolecular oxidative coupling of two units of coclaurine (Fig 2.8) or 

isococlaurine (Fig 2.8) followed in many cases by subsequent intramolecular 

oxidative coupling within the dimer so formed (Bentley, 1998). Altogether some 

12,000 alkaloids have been found to occur in approximately 20% of the species of 

flowering plants (Hopkins, 1998; Croteau et al, 2000). Alkaloids have 

traditionally been of interest as they exhibit important ecochemical functions in 

the defense of the plant as well as being pro-toxins for insects, which further 

modify the alkaloids and incorporate them into their own defenses (Kutchan, 

1995). Due to the remarkable effect they have on the physiology of animals, 

alkaloids have throughout history been used in numerous ways mostly as 

medicines (Stepan-Sarkissian, 1991). 

 Bisbenzylisoquinoline alkaloids occur in the families including, 

Berberidaceae, Monimiaceae and Ranunculaceae (Schiff, 1985). These alkaloids 

have been found to have a variety of clinical applications such as antibiotic, anti-

inflammatory, antihypertensive and anti-tumor activity. Many also exhibit 

cardiovascular pharmacological activities; for example, Tetrandrine (Fig 2.9) has 

been reported to show platelet aggregation-inhibiting actions (Sun et al., 1998), as 
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well as possible analgesic and anti-inflammatory effects and recently has been 

shown to have anti-tumor and anti-leukemic properties. Berbamine (Fig 2.10) has 

been suggested to have calcium channel blocking and histamine antagonising 

actions while Tubocurarine (Fig 2.11) is used for muscle relaxation in surgical 

operations (Kutchan, 1995).. 

 Plants continue to be used worldwide for the treatment of disease, and 

novel drug entities continue to be developed through research into their 

constituents (Verpoorte, 1998). In developed countries, high throughput screening 

tests are used for bioassay-guided fractionation leading to the isolation of active 

principles that may be developed into clinical agents as a natural product, a 

synthetic modification or a synthesised analogue with enhanced clinical actions 

and reduced adverse side effects (Phillipson, 2001). With modern technology and 

advances in screening techniques more and more clinical uses are being 

discovered every year for this group of alkaloids. The benzylisoquinoline 

alkaloids of pharmaceutical interest are largely isolated from plants due to the 

complexity of their structures (Kurz et al, 1995). One exception to this is the 

benzylisoquinoline alkaloid berberine, which is isolated in Japan from suspension 

cultures of Coptis japonica (Fujita, 1988; Smith, 2000; Kutchan, 1995). 
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Figure 2.8: Coclaurine (R1 = Me, R2 = H) 

   Isococlaurine (R1 = H, R2 = Me) 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Tetrandrine 
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Figure 2.10: Berbamine 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11: Tubocurarine 
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Precursor Feeding and Biotransformation 

 

Biotransformation is a process through which living cells modify the 

functional groups of organic compounds (Morris et al, 1985; Stepan-Sarkissian, 

1991). Many structures are much too complicated for today’s combinatorial 

synthetic methods, and some structures are still a challenge even for directed total 

synthesis (Wessjohann, 2000). Many of these total syntheses are still far from 

being economical for any large scale or commercial production. 

 There has been much interest in using tissue culture to obtain adequate 

quantities of commercially valuable chemicals from plants. Addition to the culture 

media of appropriate precursors or related compounds sometimes stimulates 

secondary metabolite production (Rueffer, 1985). Phenylalanine is one of the 

biosynthetic precursors of rosmarinic acid. The addition of this amino acid to 

Salvia officialis suspension cultures stimulated the production of rosmarinic acid 

and shortened the production time. It has also been reported that the addition of 

500mM tropic acid to the medium of Scopolia japonica increased the quantity of 

alkaloids by up to 14 times (Misawa, 1994). Paclitaxel production was doubled 

when cell cultures of Taxus chinensis were fed a precursor solution (Luo and He, 

2004; Khosroushahi et al, 2006). This process should be distinguished from the 

situation where analogues or homologues of normal metabolic precursors are fed 

to cultures and found to give rise to significant levels of novel end-products 

(Wink, 1999). 

 Biotransformation by adding precursors to culture media of intact cells or 

immobilised cells is an alternative way of producing a product. The rational for 
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precursor feeding to boost product accumulation is that the intermediates to the 

product may be absent or present at very low concentrations in the cells or 

spatially separated from the necessary enzyme (Yeoman et al, 1990). Precursor 

feeding into the medium is one of the commonly used techniques for enhancing 

the secondary metabolite production in plants (Edahiro et al, 2005; Ouyang et al, 

2005). Undifferentiated cell cultures produce secondary metabolites, and the types 

of compounds produced can be varied by altering the culture conditions or by 

adding chemicals to elicit the expression of different metabolic pathways. Such 

manipulation can provide a wider range of chemical diversity from cell cultures 

than can be extracted directly from the plant material (Harvey, 2000). Rauwolfia 

serpentina formed a new indole alkaloid in significant amounts when the cells 

were cultivated in the presence of ajmalicine (Misawa, 1994). Instead of the 

addition of a particular compound as a precursor into the culture medium of plant 

cells, a suitable substrate compound may be biotransformed to a desired product 

using plant cells. This approach has been applied extensively in the fermentation 

industry using micro-organisms and their enzymes (Misawa, 1994). 

 The feeding of plant cell cultures with precursors several steps removed 

from the desired product will generally have relatively little effect on the final 

product yield (Wink, 1999). Generally speaking the greater the number of steps 

between precursor and product, the lower the yields. When single step 

biotransformations are considered conversions can be very efficient often 

approaching 100 per cent (Yeoman et al, 1990). However, with precursors such as 

phenylalanine, which are distant from the product, the general strategy must be to 

divert the precursor away from the major pathways of consumption (protein and 
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lignin synthesis) to the appropriate sequence of reactions leading to the designated 

product (Yeoman et al, 1990). Phenylalanine is an initial compound of 

anthocyanin biosynthesis. When phenylalanine was added to cell cultures of 

Fragaria ananassa anthocyanin production was increased by 81% compared to 

non-fed cells (Edahiro et al, 2005). 

Competition between metabolic pathways is not the only difficulty that 

can impair the effectiveness of precursor feeding. In many instances, the precursor 

is not taken up or does not arrive at the appropriate location within the cells. 

Highly ionised molecules are not taken up at the near neutral pHs used in the 

culture medium. However, this ionisation can be reduced by altering the pH of the 

culture medium but is of limited value because of the narrow pH sensitivity of the 

cells (Yeoman et al, 1990). In addition, the added precursors may be toxic to the 

cells even at low concentrations and this can reduce their usefulness (Wink, 1999; 

Yeoman et al, 1990). 

Biotransformations are an attractive proposition to the plant 

biotechnologist. Commercial exploitation may be an attainable goal if conversion 

rates are rapid and efficient and the precursor is relatively cheap compared to the 

product (Yeoman et al, 1990). There are however two problems, firstly the value 

added factor must be very high i.e. the product must be substantially more 

valuable than the precursor (Yeoman et al, 1990), and secondly unless a precursor 

is able to enter the cells of the culture and it is non toxic this approach will not 

succeed (Wink, 1999). Edahiro et al, 2005 reported 5mM phenylalanine added to 

Fragaria ananassa cultures resulted in 50% cell death while 1mM phenylalanine 

resulted in almost 100% cell survival. 
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The principal objective of cell culture so far has been the production of 

compounds found in the normal differentiated plant, for example as a means of 

overcoming a shortage of naturally produced material for drug production. It has 

been generally accepted that plant cell culture may produce natural products that 

cannot otherwise be found in nature (Wink, 1999). Several companies have used, 

or are using plant cell cultures to search for new secondary products with 

interesting biological activity since such new products can provide ‘lead’ 

structures and can be patented (Gurib-Fakim, 2006; Harvey, 2000; Wink, 1999). 

So far most of the research on single-step biotransformations in plant cell 

cultures has been restricted to products of pharmaceutical interest. These new 

compounds can then be screened for efficacy. Biotransformation may produce 

compounds that can then be replicated by synthetic means or produce novel 

compounds that have previously not been identified or recognised as important. 
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The Plants 

 

 All plants studied in this project have previously been identified as 

containing bisbenzylisoquinoline alkaloids or flavonoids by Natural Product 

Discovery at Griffith University. All plants chosen are Australian Natives and 

they were selected so as their production of bisbenzylisoquinoline alkaloids and 

flavonoids by the use of cell suspension cultures could be examined. 

 Daphnandra repandula (Fig 2.12) and Daphnandra sp (Fig 2.13) belong 

to the family Monimiaceae. Daphnandra spp are evergreen trees with a stem that 

is erect and stout and grow to a height of about 15m with a spread of 

approximately 3m. The leaves are spearhead shaped, tapering at each end with 

serrate margins and a length of approximately 12cm. While Daphnandra 

repandula is native to Queensland, Daphnandra sp. is distributed through 

Queensland and New South Wales. 

           

Figure 2.12: Daphnandra repandula             Figure 2.13: Daphnandra sp.  

 

Doryphora aromatica (Fig 2.14) and Doryphora sassafras belong to the 

family Atherospermataceae. Doryphora aromatica is an evergreen tree with an 

erect stem and grey bark growing to a height of approximately 35m with a densely 
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textured crown and a spread of 5m. Leaves are glossy green in colour with serrate 

margins up to 15cm in length and fragrant when crushed. Flowers are white with a 

star shape and fruit are a club shaped seed capsule. Their timber is pale yellow 

and used in cabinet making and joinery. All parts of the plant have a distinct and 

spicy fragrance when crushed. It is restricted to rainforest locations of North 

Eastern Queensland.  

Doryphora sassafras is an evergreen tree with an erect stem covered in 

finely scaly grey bark. The leaves are glossy deep green, oval shaped and 

opposite, up to 10cm long with coarsely serrate margins. Their timber is yellow 

and valued for floors, cabinets and joinery. All parts of the plant have a distinct 

sweet fragrance when crushed. This species has a widespread distribution 

extending from South Eastern Queensland, throughout Eastern New South Wales 

to the Victorian border. 

 

 

  Figure 2.14: Doryphora sassafras  

 

 Ficus septica (Fig 2.15) belongs to the family Moraceae. Ficus septica is a 

small evergreen plant with smooth edged leaves up to 15cm in length. There are 

over 800 species of Ficus, most of which are native to the Old World tropics. 
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     Figure 2.15: Ficus septica 1  

 

Gyrocarpus americanus belongs to the family Hernandiaceae. Gyrocarpus 

americanus grows to a height of about 10m with a spread of up to 3m, and is 

deciduous during the dry season. The stem is erect and stout with smooth bark. 

The 3-lobed leaves are oval to heart shaped and up to 20cm long with a leathery 

texture. The small flowers are followed by large bunches of winged seeds that are 

propelled to the ground with a spinning helicopter motion when released (Fig 

2.16). The tree is also known as “stinkwood” because of the smell when the wood 

is burnt, and the helicopter tree because of the helicopter winged seeds. It 

distributions is Western Australia, Northern Territory, Queensland, Papua New 

Guinea and the Americas. 
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   Figure 2.16: Gyrocarpus americanus 2 

 

1. www.anbg.gov.au/images/photo_cd/732131822186/085.html 

2. http://www.botany.hawaii.edu/faculty/webb/BOT201/Dispersal/BOT311-

00/anthogymnolcycle21.htm 
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Introduction 

 

 Bacterial and fungal contamination is a serious problem that can plague 

micro-propagation laboratories. Contamination is not always evident at culture 

establishment but can become a problem in later subcultures. Internal 

contaminants can be difficult to detect and even more difficult to totally eliminate.  

Careful selection of the source of initial plant material and early detection 

of bacteria and fungi can markedly improve the ability to obtain contamination 

free cultures. The use of external agents such as antibiotics and hypochlorite to 

control micro-organisms has been practiced for centuries (Michè and Balandreau, 

2001). Hypochlorite has become one of the most commonly used agents for 

disinfestation of municipal drinking and pool water. 

Antibiotic treatments used to eliminate persistent microbial contamination 

differs for plant species and tissue types, and therefore concentration and duration 

of treatments need to be determined before routine use (Reed, et al, 1998). The 

presence of bacterial and fungal contamination on plant surfaces can pose a 

serious problem for studies where such contaminants might affect the plant or its 

growth. Plant associated bacteria and fungi can secrete auxins, cytokinins and 

other hormones that can affect the plants development and elicit disease or 

defence responses in the plant (Caetano-Anollés et al, 1990). 
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Materials and Methods 

 

The Brisbane Herbarium collected plant material of Daphnandra 

repandula, Doryphora sassafras, Daphnandra sp., Doryphora aromatica, 

Gyrocarpus americanus and Ficus septica from various rainforest locations in 

Queensland. Due to the scarcity of these plants and the limited supply of new 

growth on plants not all species were used for all experiments. 

All plant material was washed in running water for 1hr before being 

placed in the treatment solutions, which contained two drops of either of the 

detergents Tween 20 (experiment 3.1) or 7x (all other experiments) per 100mL of 

treatment solution. If a treatment involved more than one step for 

decontamination, the plant material was rinsed twice in a laminar flow cabinet 

between steps with deionised water that was autoclaved at 121°C for 20mins 

(AW). After each disinfestation treatment all plant material was rinsed twice with 

AW in a laminar flow cabinet. 

Leaves were cut into approximately 1cm square pieces in a laminar flow 

hood and placed individually on culture media in 120mL culture tubes. Shoot tips 

were trimmed to approximately 1cm in length before being placed individually on 

culture media in 120mL culture tubes. 

Media contained either full or 1/2 strength Murashige and Skoog (MS) 

macro elements, microelements and vitamins unless otherwise stated (Appendix 

3.1 describes complete MS components), 0.8% PVP, 3% sucrose and 0.8% Difco® 

Bacto agar. The pH of all media was adjusted to 5.65 with NaOH and/or HCl 

before being autoclaved at 121ºC for 20mins. All cultures were incubated at 25°C 
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+/-2°C with 16hr photoperiods under cool white fluorescent lighting which 

supplied a photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) of 25μms-1m-2. 

 

Experiment 3.1 

 

Leaf material collected from rainforest locations was the source material 

for treatments 1-9. 

 

Treatment 1 

Leaf explants, apical shoots and lateral buds were treated with a 1% 

dichloro isocyanuric acid (DICA) solution for 15mins followed by a 1% sodium 

hypochlorite (NaOCl) solution for 15mins. Leaf explants were placed on LC1 

medium while shoot tips and lateral buds on were placed on ST1 medium.  

 

LC1: MS + 10μM 2,4-D + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose + 0.8% agar 

ST1: 1/2MS + 1μM Kinetin + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose + 0.8% agar 

 

Treatment 2 

Leaf explants were treated with a 1% DICA solution for 15mins followed 

by a 1% NaOCl solution for 15mins as for treatment 1. This was followed with a 

1% Benzalkonium chloride (BKC) solution (a strong antibacterial agent) for 

30mins. Leaf sections were placed on LC1 medium. 
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Treatment 3 

 Leaf and shoot material was placed in a 100% Alcide® (Fungicide) 

solution for 3mins before being treated as for treatment 2. Leaf sections and shoot 

tips were placed on LC1 medium and ST1 medium respectively. 

 

Treatment 4 

Leaf and shoot material was placed in a 100% Alcide® solution for 3mins. 

This was followed with 1% DICA solution for 15mins, a 2% sodium hypochlorite 

(NaOCl) solution for 20mins and a 1% BKC solution for 30mins. 

 

Treatment 5 

Leaf material, apical shoots and lateral buds were subjected to a 2% 

NaOCl solution for 20mins, followed by 1% BKC solution for 30mins. Plant 

material was then placed individually in 10mL of liquid medium (LM1) 

containing 10μM Rifampicin in test tubes on a roller drum for 3 days. After the 3rd 

day, plant material that appeared uncontaminated when examined visually was 

transferred to LC1 medium.  

 

LM1: MS + 10μM Rifampicin + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose 
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Treatment 6 

Leaf material, apical shoots and lateral buds were subjected to a 2% 

NaOCl solution for 30mins, followed by 1% BKC solution for 30mins. Plant 

material was then placed individually in 10mL of liquid medium (LM1) 

containing 10μM Rifampicin in test tubes on a roller drum for 3 days. After the 3rd 

day, plant material that appeared uncontaminated when examined visually was 

transferred to LC1 medium. 

 

Treatment 7 

Leaf material was placed in 100% acetone for 5mins. Under a dissection 

microscope, the cuticular wax layer was removed from the surface of the leaf with 

a scalpel blade, and leaf material soaked in 2% NaOCl solution for 15mins. Leaf 

explants were placed individually in 10mL of liquid medium (LM2) containing 

10μM Rifampicin and 30μM Nystatin in test tubes on a roller drum for 3 days. 

After the 3rd day all leaf explants free of contamination were transferred to solid 

LC1 medium.  

 

LM2: MS + 10μM Rifampicin + 30μM Nystatin + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose 

 

Treatment 8 

Leaf material was treated as for treatment 7 except plant material remained 

in the 2% NaOCl solution for 30mins instead of 15mins. 
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Treatment 9 

Leaf material was placed in 2% NaOCl solution for 30 mins. Plant 

material was then placed individually in 10mL of liquid LM2 medium on a roller 

drum for 3 days before uncontaminated material was transferred to solid LC1 

medium. 

 

Treatment 10 

Fresh young leaves from glasshouse-grown plants were used for this 

treatment. Leaf material was subjected to a 2% NaOCl solution for 30mins, 

followed by 1% BKC for 30mins. Plant material was individually placed in liquid 

LM2 medium on a roller drum for 3 days. After the 3rd day all plant tissue that 

showed no visible signs of contamination was transferred to LC1 medium. 

 

Experiment 3.2 

 

Leaf material was placed on an orbital shaker at 25°C and 120rpm in 

either one of four commercially available fungicides or a mixture of all four for 

48hrs or 72hrs in the dark. All fungicides were dissolved in autoclaved deionised 

water at the manufactures recommended dosages. 

1) Fongarid® 1g/L  (active ingredient Furalaxyl 250g/Kg) 

2) Copper oxychloride 5g/L (active ingredient copper 500g/Kg) 

3) Benlate® 1g/L  (active ingredient Benomyl 50%) 

4) Mancozeb® 2g/L  (active ingredient Mancozeb 800g/Kg) 

5) A mixture of all four at the above dosages. 
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After 48hrs or 72hrs on the orbital shaker plant material was rinsed and placed in 

2% NaOCl solution for 20 mins. This was followed by a 1% BKC solution for 30 

mins. Leaf sections were placed on LC1 medium.  

 

Experiment 3.3 

 

Three bacterial and five fungal strains were isolated from leaf samples of 

Doryphora sassafras, Daphnandra repandula and Doryphora aromatica. All 

eight bacterial or fungal samples differed based on colour and visual appearance. 

Samples were repeatedly streaked on fresh nutrient plates and reisolated to ensure 

one single organism type on each sample plate. The bacterial samples were grown 

on Sigma® Nutrient Agar prepared per instructions. Fungi were grown on a 

fungal assay medium (Appendix 3.2). All media were autoclaved at 121°C for 

20mins before being dispensed into sterile petri dishes, 30mL per dish. 

Bacteria samples were grown in liquid culture for 48hrs before 10μL of 

each bacterial culture was inoculated onto plates. The bacterial samples were 

spread evenly with a glass spreader that was dipped in ethanol and flamed before 

and after spreading bacteria on each plate. 

Fungal samples were grown on Fungal Assay medium until fungi had 

covered the entire plate (approximately 5-7 days). A 5mm diameter hollow brass 

rod was used to cut out small cores of the fungi and the medium on which it was 

growing. The brass rod was dipped in ethanol and flamed before and after each 

core sample was taken. 
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This core sample of fungi was then placed face down (agar side facing 

upwards) in the centre of a fresh petri dish containing the fungal assay medium. 

Sterile filter paper pre-cut into 15mm diameter disks was moistened with 70μL of 

antibiotic or fungicide solution at the listed concentrations (Table 3.3). Four paper 

disks were placed on each plate that had been pre coated with a bacterial sample 

or a core sample of fungi (Fig 3.1). Four replications of each antibiotic and 

fungicide concentration were tested against each bacterial and fungal sample. 

Each antibiotic and fungicide was placed in random combinations on the petri 

dishes so no one petri dish contained two of the same concentration antibiotic or 

fungicide coated disk. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Fungal core sample in centre with four filter paper disks surrounding it. 
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Experiment 3.4 

 

Adult and juvenile leaf material from glasshouse grown plants was placed on 

an orbital shaker at 25°C and 120rpm in varying concentrations of Domestos® for 

varying durations. 

1) Domestos® diluted 1mL in 10mL of AW for 20mins. 

2) Domestos® diluted 1mL in 30mL of AW for 30mins. 

3) Domestos® diluted 1mL in 60mL of AW for 30mins. 

4) Domestos® diluted 1mL in 10mL of AW for 2hrs. 

5) Domestos® diluted 1mL in 60mL of AW for 18hrs. 

6) Domestos® diluted 1mL in 100mL of AW for 24hrs. 

7) Domestos® diluted 1mL in 120mL of AW for 24hrs. 

8) Domestos® diluted 1mL in 200mL of AW for 24hrs. 

9) Domestos® diluted 1mL in 200mL of AW for 42hrs. 

 

After specified times on the orbital shaker plant material was rinsed in AW and 

the leaf sections place on LC2 medium in petri dishes with 5 explants per dish. 
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Experiment 3.5 

 

Leaf material of Ficus septica was collected from the rainforest of North 

Queensland and placed in one of five treatment solutions for 20mins on an orbital 

shaker at 120rpm. 

1) Domestos® 1mL in 5mL AW 

2) Domestos® 1mL in 10mL AW 

3) Domestos® 1mL in 20mL AW 

4) 2% sodium hypochlorite 

5) 3% sodium hypochlorite 

Following these treatments leaf material was placed on LC2 medium in petri 

dishes. Five replicates explants were placed in each dish. 

 

Experiment 3.6 

 
Following the poor disinfestation percentages of plant material collected 

from the rainforest, experiment 3.5 was repeated with F.septica plant material 

derived from seedlings germinated in a glasshouse. When plants were 

approximately four months old, leaf material was used for surface disinfestation 

experiments. During the four month growing period care was taken when 

watering the plants to avoid wetting the leaves, and reduce the number of 

contaminating organisms. Water and nutrients were only applied to the soil. 
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Results 

 

Experiment 3.1 

 

Treatments 1-6 produced 100% contaminated cultures while treatments 7-

9 resulted in between 10% and 20% cultures free of contamination across the 

three plant species (Table 3.1). Treatment 10, which consisted of young leaves 

subjected to 2% sodium hypochlorite for 30mins, 1% BKC for 30mins and a 

combination of 10μM Rifampicin and 30μM Nystatin for 3 days, was the most 

effective disinfestation treatment for all three species producing between 30% and 

50% of cultures free of contamination (Table 3.1). 
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Table 3.1: Percentage of contamination free plant material after various 
disinfestation treatments. Replication: 100 leaf explants, 50 apical 
shoots and/or lateral buds for each treatment. 

 Daphnandra sp. Doryphora sassafras Gyrocarpus americanus

Treatments Leaf Shoots Leaf Shoots Leaf Shoots 

1 0 0 0 0 - - 

2 0 - 0 - - - 

3 0 0 0 0 - - 

4 - - - - 0 0 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 - - 10 - - - 

8 - - 20 - - - 

9 20 - 13 - - - 

10 30 - 50 - 30 - 

Treatments  
 1) 1% DICA, 1% NaOCl 
 2) 1% DICA, 1% NaOCl, 1% BKC 
 3) 100% Alcide, 1% DICA, 1% NaOCl, 1% BKC 
 4) 100% Alcide, 1% DICA, 2% NaOCl, 1% BKC 
 5) 2% NaOCl, 1% BKC, 10μM Rifampicin 
 6) 2% NaOCl, 1% BKC, 10μM Rifampicin 
 7) 100% Acetone, 2% NaOCl, 10μM Rifampicin, 30μM Nystatin 
 8) 100% Acetone, 2% NaOCl, 10μM Rifampicin, 30μM Nystatin 

   9) 2% NaOCl, 10μM Rifampicin, 30μM Nystatin 
 10) 2% NaOCl, 1% BKC, 10μM Rifampicin, 30μM Nystatin 
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Figure 3.2: Roller drum used in 
treatments 5-10. 

 

Figure 3.3: Gyrocarpus americanus leaf 
section with fungal 
contamination after treatment 
5, 2% NaOCl, 1% BKC, 
10μM Rifampicin. 

 

 

   

Figure 3.4: Doryphora sassafras shoot 
with fungal contamination 
after treatment 1, 1% DICA, 
1% NaOCl. 

 

Figure 3.5: Daphnandra sp. Shoot with 
bacterial contamination after 
treatment 6, 2% NaOCl, 1% 
BKC, 10μM Rifampicin. 
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Experiment 3.2 

 

Leaf material was placed in one of four commercially available fungicides 

or a mixture of all four fungicides, followed by 2% sodium hypochlorite and 1% 

BKC. The highest percentage of contamination free cultures achieved from all 

antifungal agents tested was 8% for Daphnandra repandula when 1g/L Benlate® 

treatment was used for 72hrs (Table 3.2), prior to the NaOCl and BKC treatments. 

 

Table 3.2: Percentage of contamination free plant cultures after various disinfestation 
treatments. Replication: 50 leaf explants per treatment 

 Doryphora

sassafras 

Daphnandra

repandula 

Gyrocarpus 

americanus 

Doryphora

aromatica

 48hrs 72hrs 48hrs 72hrs 48hrs 72hrs 48hrs 72hrs

Fongarid® 1g/L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Copper oxychloride 5g/L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Benlate® 1g/L 0 0 2 8 2 0 2 0 

Mancozeb® 2g/L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

All 4 mixed 2 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 
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Figure 3.6: Daphnandra repandula with 
fungal contamination after 
treatment with copper 
oxychloride 5g/L for 72hrs. 

 

Figure 3.7: Doryphora sassafras with 
fungal contamination after 
treatment with Mancozeb® 
2g/L for 72hrs. 

 

 

Experiment 3.3 

 

Five fungal and three bacterial strains were isolated from three plant 

species and the efficacy of 15 antibiotics and fungicides were tested to inhibit 

growth. Bacterial growth was recorded after 4 days and fungal growth after 7 days 

as the fungi grew slower than the bacteria. The diameter of the clearance zone 

around the paper disk was recorded (Table 3.3). Cefotaxim at all three 

concentrations was effective in controlling the growth of bacterial samples A and 

B. Tetracycline and Chloramphenicol were effective in inhibiting the growth of 

several of the bacterial and fungal samples. Carbendazime at all concentrations 

was the most effective at controlling fungal strains D, E and F. None of the 
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antibiotics or fungicides tested were effective at inhibiting the growth of fungal 

samples G and H (Table 3.3). 

       

Figure 3.8: Some bacterial growth 
inhibition was observed 
when Rifampicin at 35µg/mL 
was used with bacterial 
sample A. 

Figure 3.9: Only very slight bacterial 
inhibition was observed when 
other antibiotics and 
fungicides were used on the 
bacterial samples. 

 

      

Figure 3.10: Some fungal growth 
inhibition was observed 
when Carbendazime at 
40µg/mL was used with 
fungal sample E. 

Figure 3.11: Most antibiotics and 
fungicides tested were 
ineffective at inhibiting the 
fungal samples examined.
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Table 3.3: Antibiotic and Fungicide effectiveness against selected bacteria and 
fungi isolated from D.sassafras, D.repandula and D.aromatica. 

 Bacteria
A 

Bacteria
B 

Bacteria
C 

Fungi
D 

Fungi 
E 

Fungi 
F 

Fungi 
G 

Fungi
H 

Bacitracin 200ug/mL 2 2 1 - - - - - 
Bacitracin 150ug/mL 2 1 - - - - - - 
Bacitracin 100ug/mL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Cefotaxim 110ug/mL 3 - 3 - - - - - 
Cefotaxim 100ug/mL 3 1 3 - - - - - 
Cefotaxim 90ug/mL 3 - 3 - - - - - 
Kanamycin 100ug/mL 2 1 - - - - - - 
Kanamycin 50ug/mL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Kanamycin 2ug/mL 1 - - - - - - - 
Ampicillin 150ug/mL - 2 1 - - - - - 
Ampicillin 100ug/mL - - - - - - - - 
Ampicillin 50ug/mL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Antibiotic Solution 1.5uL/100uL 2 1 - - - - - - 
Antibiotic Solution 1.0uL/100uL 1 2 - - - - - - 
Antibiotic Solution 0.5uL/100uL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Ketoconazole 15ug/mL 2 1 - - + + - - 
Ketoconazole 10ug/mL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Ketoconazole 5ug/mL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Amphotericin B 10ug/mL 2 1 - - + - - - 
Amphotericin B 5ug/mL 2 1 - - - - - - 
Amphotericin B 2.5ug/mL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Clotrimazole 10ug/mL 2 1 - + + - - - 
Clotrimazole 7ug/mL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Clotrimazole 5ug/mL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Geneticin 60ug/mL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Geneticin 50ug/mL 1 - - - - - - - 
Geneticin 40ug/mL 1 - - - - - - - 
Rifampicin 35ug/mL 3 1 - - - - - - 
Rifampicin 25ug/mL 2 1 - - - - - - 
Rifampicin 15ug/mL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Carbendazime 40ug/mL 2 1 - + + + - - 
Carbendazime 30ug/mL 1 1 - + + + - - 
Carbendazime 20ug/mL 1 - - + + + - - 
Nystatin 60ug/mL 1 1 - - - - - - 
Nystatin 50ug/mL 1 - - - - - - - 
Nystatin 40ug/mL 1 - - - - - - - 
Sterile Deionised Water (Control) - - - - - - - - 
Erythromycin 5ug - - - - - - - - 
Methicillin 5ug 1 - - - - - - - 
Tetracycline 30ug 3 2 3 - + + - - 
Streptomycin 10ug 2 - - - - - - - 
Chloramphenicol 10ug 3 - 3 - - + - - 
Novobiocin 30ug 3 - 3 - - - - - 
Plant species bacteria or fungi was isolated from 

A) Doryphora sassafras          Bacteria Samples 
B) Daphnandra repandula    (3) Largest clearance zone 
C) Daphnandra repandula    (1) Smallest clearance zone 
D) Daphnandra repandula    (-) No clearance zone 
E) Daphnandra repandula 
F) Daphnandra repandula           Fungi Samples 
G) Doryphora aromatica     (+) Clear zone around disk 
H) Daphnandra repandula   (-) No clear zone around disk 
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Experiment 3.4 

 

Adult and juvenile leaf material was placed in a Domestos® solution at 

varying concentrations and exposure times. Domestos® at all concentrations and 

exposure times was not effective at removing all contaminants from the adult leaf 

material with 41% the highest level of contamination free material. The opposite 

was true for the juvenile material with no contamination recorded for Daphnandra 

repandula and Doryphora aromatica and only 3% and 7% contamination for 

Doryphora sassafras and Daphnandra sp. respectively. Exposure times to 

Domestos® of longer than 30mins for the juvenile material for all species resulted 

in leaf tissue turning dark brown within days of being placed on culture medium, 

indicated by the shaded areas in Table 3.4. After four weeks in culture leaf 

material not damaged by the Domestos® treatment remained contamination free 

and there were signs of small amounts of callus formation around the cut edges of 

the explants.  
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Figure 3.12: Daphnandra repandula with 
bacterial contamination (red 
arrow) after treatment with 
1:10mL Domestos® solution 
for 20mins. Callus formation 
indicated by the blue arrow. 

Figure 3.13: Doryphora sassafras with 
fungal contamination after 
treatment with 1:30mL 
Domestos® for 20mins. 

 

 

 

Experiment 3.5 

 

Ficus septica leaf material was collected from the rainforest and treated 

with one of three Domestos® concentrations or one of two sodium hypochlorite 

concentrations for 20mins. Both these treatments had little effect in producing 

contamination free cultures with 5% contamination free being the best result 

achieved from all treatments (Table 3.5). 
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Figure 3.14: Ficus septica with fungal 
contamination after treatment 
with 1:10mL Domestos®. 

 

Figure 3.15: Ficus septica with fungal 
contamination after treatment 
with 2% sodium hypochlorite. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15: Ficus septica with bacterial 

   contamination after treatment 

with 1:10mL Domestos®. 
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Experiment 3.6 

 

For experiment 6, experiment 5 was repeated but rainforest originating 

plant material was replaced with glasshouse germinated seedling material. 

Between 96% and 98% of cultures remained contamination free when the seedling 

material was used (Table 3.5). When sodium hypochlorite was used on young leaf 

material tissue turned black and died within three weeks of being placed on 

culture medium. The same was true for Domestos® when used at 1mL in 5mL 

AW, the shaded areas in Table 3.5 indicate this. 

 

 



 

 

 

Table 3.4: Percentage of contamination free plant cultures after 14 days. Replication: 50 Adult and 50 Juvenile explants per 
treatment. 
 Daphnandra  

Repandula 
Doryphora  
aromatica 

Daphnandra  
sp. 

Doryphora  
sassafras 

 Adult Juvenile Adult Juvenile Adult Juvenile Adult Juvenile 
1:10 Domestos® 20mins - 93% - 94% - 88% - - 
1:30 Domestos® 30mins 28% 65% 33% 70% 40% 78% 41% 68% 
1:60 Domestos® 30mins 20% 59% 23% 56% 18% 65% 29% 60% 
1:10 Domestos® 2hrs 0% 100% 0% 100% 25% 93% 27% 97% 
1:60 Domestos® 18hrs 0% 62% 0% 59% 12% 62% 30% 52% 
1:100 Domestos® 24hrs 20% 85% 32% 29% 29% 30% 26% 75% 
1:120 Domestos® 24hrs 15% 73% 27% 31% 13% 28% 10% 45% 
1:200 Domestos® 24hrs 8% 48% 7% 20% 3% 43% 2% 59% 
1:200 Domestos® 42hrs 0% 31% 5% 22% 4% 50% 1% 45% 
Shaded cells indicate while contamination was reduced the plant tissue died as a result of the exposure to Domestos®. 
 
 
 
Table 3.5: Percentage of uncontaminated Ficus septica leaf material  

after fourteen days. Replication: 100 explants per treatment. 
 Field Collected Seedling Material
1:5 Domestos® 4% 97% 
1:10 Domestos® 3% 98% 
1:20 Domestos® 3% 97% 
2% NaOCl 4% 96% 
3% NaOCl 5% 97% 
Shaded cells indicate while contamination was reduced the plant tissue died as a result of exposure to treatment solutions.. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 

 

Plant material collected from the rainforest (treatments 1-9 in experiment 

3.1) proved to be unsuitable as explants for in vitro experiments as the highest 

percentage of contamination free cultures for all treatments was only 20%. 

 Fresh young material from plants grown in a glasshouse were examined in 

treatment 10 as it was considered that this tissue would be cleaner, as it had been 

grown in the cleaner environment of the glasshouse. This treatment yielded 

promising disinfestation results but proved unsuitable for producing callus, as all 

plant material would die after a period of 3-4 weeks in culture. This was possibly 

due to the harsh chemical disinfestation treatments causing severe tissue and cell 

damage. 

 As none of the treatments examined in experiment 3.1 appeared to have 

any substantial effect on controlling the contaminating organisms without being 

detrimental to the plant material a variety of antifungal agents were examined in 

experiment 3.2. At the manufactures recommended concentrations none of the 

chemicals produced acceptable levels of plant disinfestation. In preliminary 

experiments, concentrations higher than that recommended by the manufacturer 

were detrimental to the plant tissue and thus could not be used. 

 As all attempts to disinfest the plant material in experiment 3.1 and 3.2 

proved unsuccessful, antibiotics and fungicides that would inhibit fungal and 

bacterial growth were examined in experiment 3.3 (Table 3.3). In an attempt to 

minimise the effects of interactions between the various antibiotics and 

fungicides, no one petri dish contained two of the same antibiotic or fungicide 
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coated disk combinations. While some of the antibiotics and fungicides were 

successful at inhibiting some of the bacteria and fungi, most were only effective at 

concentrations that were detrimental to the plant tissue. 

 In an attempt to overcome the severe contamination problems in explant 

material from the rainforest, juvenile and adult material from glasshouse-grown 

plants were compared in experiment 3.4. While Domestos® at all concentrations 

and exposure times was ineffective at controlling contaminants on adult leaf 

material it was very effective for juvenile tissue. Exposure times to Domestos® of 

longer than 30mins for the juvenile material resulted in leaf tissue turning a dark 

brown colour within days of exposure and eventually dying (Table 3.4). This was 

likely due to the treatments causing severe tissue and cell damage to the young 

plant material. It was noted that short exposure times to high concentrations of 

Domestos® did not result in tissue damage but exposure times of greater than 

30mins at the same concentrations caused tissue damage. This can be explained 

by the fact that young leaves have not yet fully developed their cuticular wax 

layer, which is designed to prevent absorption of substances through the epidermis 

of the leaf. With this cuticular layer not yet fully developed and over extended 

periods of time, the Domestos® can be absorbed by the internal cells of the leaf 

thus causing irreversible damage. After four weeks in culture leaf material not 

damaged by the Domestos® treatments remained contamination free and there 

were signs of small amounts of callus formation around the cut edges of the 

explants. 

 In experiment 3.5 and 3.6 F.septica material from rainforest collected 

plants and seedlings germinated in a glasshouse were examined. There was a low 
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percentage of contamination-free cultures across all treatments when material 

collected from the rainforest was used (Table 3.5). This is possibly due to 

contaminants from the rainforest remaining trapped in the pores of the leaf surface 

or in the cuticular wax layer. Experiment 3.1 treatment 7 involved the removal of 

the cuticular wax layer. Leaf material was immersed in acetone prior to the wax 

being removed by scraping the leaf surface with a scalpel blade. Only 10% of 

explants were contamination free following the removal of the cuticular wax 

layer. Of this 10% of contamination free material none of the plant tissue survived 

long enough to produce callus. This low level of contamination free material was 

possible due to the difficulty in removing all traces of cuticular wax from the leaf 

surface. The tissue death was probably due to the use of acetone to help remove 

the cuticular layer. This is consistent with the findings of Beattie and Marcell, 

(2002) where they reported bacterial cells on maize leaves could survive 

disinfestation treatments due to their ability to adhere to the cuticular wax layer. 

Treatment solutions were not able to remove all the contaminants present, 

as just one remaining viable spore is enough for fungi or bacterial to proliferate in 

tissue culture media. In contrast to this, when young material from seedlings that 

were germinated in a glasshouse was used there was a very low percentage of 

contamination between 2% and 4% (Table 3.5). 

 Tissue decontaminated with sodium hypochlorite at all concentrations and 

Domestos® at its highest concentration (1mL Domestos® in 5mL AW) resulted in 

tissue damage and death. It appeared that the young F.septica leaf material 

suffered tissue damage to the leaf surface due to sodium hypochlorite or 

Domestos® penetrating the outer layers of the leaf surface. Young leaves do not 
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have the same thickness of cuticular wax layer as mature leaves and are therefore 

more susceptible to chemical absorption and damage to the cells. As a result of all 

experiments conducted a reliable and reproducible disinfestation treatment for 

producing “clean” explants was developed. This treatment was examined further 

in chapter 4 and a treatment derived for use on all explants that were the source 

material for future callus experiments. 
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Appendix 3.1 

Murashige and Skoog's (1962) Medium (MS) 

 

Macroelements X10 Stock (g/L)
NH4NO3 16.5 
KNO3 19 
CaCl2.2H2O 4.4 
KH2PO4 1.7 
MgSO4.7H2O 3.7 
Microelements  
H3BO3 0.062 
MnSO4.4H2O 0.223 
ZnSO4.7H2O 0.086 
KI 0.0083 
Na2MoO4.2H2O 0.0025 
CuSO4.5H2O 0.00025 
CoCl2.6H2O 0.00025 
EDTAFeNA 0.367 

Vitamins  
Inositol 1.0 
Nicotinic Acid 0.005 
Pyridoxine HCl 0.005 
Thiamine HCl 0.001 
Glycine 0.02 
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Appendix 3.2 

 

Fungal Assay Media 

 All components (except agar) were dissolved in required volume of deionised 

water and pH adjusted to 5.5 with NaOH and HCl before agar was added and the 

solution autoclaved. 

Component Grams/Litre 
Dextrose 50.00 
Sodium citrate 4.50 
Potassium phosphate 0.55 
Citric acid 1.00 
Casein enzymic hydrolysate 4.0 
Pyridoxine hydrochloride 0.00025 
Thiamine 0.00025 
Inositol 0.025 
Calcium pantothenate 0.0025 
Niacin 0.0025 
Potassium chloride 0.425 
Calcium chloride 0.125 
Magnesium sulfate 0.125 
Ferric chloride 0.0025 
Manganese sulfate 0.0025 
Biotin 0.000008 
Agar 15.0 
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Introduction 

 

Plants are efficient synthesisers of organic compounds, producing a vast 

array of substances (Phillipson, 1990). The occurrence of secondary metabolites 

in plant cell cultures has become a focal point of bio-technological activity. The 

objective of this activity is the generation of cell lines that produce high yields of 

specific chemicals or the increased production of plant cell biomass.  

Plant cells, isolated from field-grown plants and cultivated in vitro have 

the potential to produce and accumulate chemicals similar to or identical with 

those produced by the plant from which it originated (Zenk and Deus, 1982). One 

of the obstacles in the development of this field is that few cell cultures have been 

established which spontaneously produce substantial amounts of secondary plant 

products (Zenk and Deus, 1982). Most suspension cultures are obtained via the 

transfer of friable callus lumps to agitated liquid medium. A relatively large initial 

inoculum is required to obtain sufficient single cells and / or small clumps and to 

provide suitably high cell density for subsequent growth (Dixon, 1985). 

Suitable callus must be produced for suspension culture initiation if 

sufficient single cells or small clumps are to be achieved. Kantia and Kothari 

(2002) reported profuse callusing of leaf explants of Dianthus chinensis L when 

cultured on MS medium supplemented with 2,4-D alone at 1mg/L or in 

combination with BAP at concentrations of 0.5mg/L - 2mg/L. Combinations of 

TDZ and 2,4-D induced callus in Oncidium leaf explants (Chen and Chang, 2000), 

while leaf explants of Capsicum annuum L required BAP (12.9µM) and either 
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2,4-D (13.6µM) or IBA (4.9µM) for successful callus induction (Kintzios et al, 

1996). 

Ideally, a cell suspension culture would consist of single cells suspended 

with continuous agitation in a liquid medium. However, this rarely occurs and 

therefore most researchers strive to achieve as fine a cell suspension as possible. 

Obtaining this ‘fine’ suspension culture is also dependent on the starting material. 

The callus used to initiate the suspension culture should be soft enough to separate 

when gently agitated in solution. Callus that is too hard will not break up enough 

during agitation to create a sustainable suspension culture. Large dense lumps of 

callus are more prone to ‘drowning’ in the liquid medium and dying than callus 

that breaks up readily into small clumps. Cell suspension cultures have a 

multitude of applications and are generally preferred over callus cultures due to 

their homogeneity, rapid growth and ease of experimental manipulation. 
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Materials and Methods 

 

Young plant material of Ficus septica, Doryphora aromatica, Daphnandra 

repandula and Daphnandra sp. was collected from various rainforest locations in 

Queensland and Northern New South Wales by the Brisbane Herbarium and 

grown in a glasshouse. Young leaf material was collected from these plants and 

used in all future experimental work. 

Leaf material for experiment 4.1 was washed in running water for 30mins 

before being placed in a disinfestation solution for 20mins (refer to individual 

experiments for disinfestation solutions). This was followed by two rinses with 

AW in a laminar flow cabinet. Leaves were dissected into 1cm square pieces in a 

laminar flow hood and weighed in groups of ten to determine the average weight 

of each explant before being placed on culture medium. 

All media contained Murashige and Skoog (MS) (1962) macro elements, 

microelements and vitamins (Appendix 3.1 complete MS components), 0.8% 

PVP, 3% sucrose and 0.8% Difco® Bacto agar unless otherwise stated. The pH 

was adjusted to 5.65 with NaOH and HCl and all media was autoclaved at 121ºC 

for 20mins. All cultures were incubated at 25°C ±2°C with a 16hr photoperiod 

under cool white fluorescent lighting of 25μms-1m-2. 

Three experiments (4.1-4.3) were conducted to determine the effects of 

various combinations and concentrations of cytokinins and auxins on callus 

production in Daphnandra sp., Daphnandra repandula and Doryphora aromatica. 
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Experiment 4.1 

 

Leaf material was placed in a disinfestation solution for 20mins consisting 

of 1mL Domestos® diluted in 10mL of AW. The effects of two auxins and two 

cytokinins were compared. The change in weight for each explant was measured 

to determine the best treatment for callus production. Leaf explants were placed 

on one of 7 media treatments. 

 

1. 0μM 2,4-D + 0μM TDZ (Control) 

2. 1μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM TDZ 

3. 10μM 2,4-D + 2μM TDZ 

4. 31.62μM 2,4-D + 6.32μM TDZ 

5. 1μM Dicamba + 0.2μM BAP 

6. 10μM Dicamba + 2μM BAP 

7. 31.62μM Dicamba + 6.32μM BAP 
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Experiment 4.2 

 

     In this experiment a 2,4-D/TDZ combination was compared against 

2,4-D/BAP. Leaf material was surface decontaminated as for experiment 4.1 

except that the Domestos® solution was diluted 1mL of Domestos® in 20mL of 

AW. 

Leaf explants were placed on one of 9 media treatments: 

 1. 0μM 2,4-D + 0μM TDZ (Control) 

 2. 0.1μM 2,4-D + 0.02μM TDZ 

 3. 0.36μM 2,4-D + 0.063μM TDZ 

 4. 1.0μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM TDZ 

 5. 3.62μM 2,4-D + 0.63μM TDZ 

 6. 0.1μM 2,4-D + 0.02μM BAP 

 7. 0.36μM 2,4-D + 0.063μM BAP 

 8. 1.0μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP 

 9. 3.62μM 2,4-D + 0.63μM BAP 

 

After 4 weeks in culture the change in weight for each explant was 

measured to determine the best treatment for callus production. 
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Experiment 4.3 

 

This experiment was designed to investigate whether light or dark and 

1/2MS or full strength MS medium would have any effect on callus production, as 

all previous callus experiments were conducted in 16hr light period with full 

strength MS. From Experiment 4.2 it had already been determined that 0.1μM 

2,4-D + 0.02μM BAP were the best combination for callus production in the light. 

Leaf material of Daphnandra sp. was prepared as for experiment 4.2 and 

placed on one of two media treatments. Each explant was individually identified 

on the bottom of the dish so change in weight could be determined at a later date. 

Dark treatment cultures were sealed in a cardboard box for the duration of the 

experiment. After 6 weeks change in weight was recorded. 

Media treatments were: 

     1/2MS + 0.1μM 2,4-D + 0.02μM BAP 

        MS + 0.1μM 2,4-D + 0.02μM BAP 

 

Experiment 4.4 

 

From experiment 4.3 it was determined that dark growth conditions with 

1/2MS were the best for producing callus for suspension culture initiation. Altering 

the quantity of agar in the medium can also vary the quality of callus produced so 

the effect of 0.6% and 0.8% agar was examined when cultures were grown in the 

dark or with a 16hr photoperiod. 
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Leaf material of Daphnandra sp. was prepared as for experiment 4.2 and 

placed on 1/2MS medium containing either 0.6% or 0.8% Difco® Bacto agar. Each 

explant was individually identified on the bottom of the dish so change in weight 

could be determined in week 6. 

 

Media treatments 

         1/2MS + 0.1μM 2,4-D + 0.02μM BAP + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose + 0.8% agar 

        1/2MS + 0.1μM 2,4-D + 0.02μM BAP + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose + 0.6% agar 

 

Dark treatment cultures were sealed in a cardboard box for the duration of 

the experiment. After 6 weeks the change in weight for each explant was 

measured to determine which of the two agar concentrations produced the best 

callus for suspension cultures. 

 

Experiment 4.5 

 

Seed material of Ficus septica was collected from field grown plants and 

germinated in a glasshouse. Once the plants were approximately 4 months old leaf 

material was used for callus initiation. 

Leaf material was prepared as for experiment 4.2. Leaf explants were 

weighed individually and the initial weight recorded. Explants were placed in 

petri dishes containing one of twelve media treatments to determine which 

combination of growth regulators would give the best callus production. 
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All F.septica media contained 1/2MS macro elements, 1/2MS micro 

elements, 1/2MS vitamins, 0.8% PVP, 3% sucrose and 0.6% Difco® Bacto agar 

and pH was adjusted to 5.65 with NaOH and HCl. All cultures were stored at 

25°C in the dark for the duration of the experiment. 

Media treatments included: 

0μM 2,4-D + 0μM BAP (Control) 

0.01μM 2,4-D 

0.1μM 2,4-D 

1.0μM 2,4-D 

10μM 2,4-D 

0.1μM 2,4-D + 0.02μM  

1.0μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP 

10μM 2,4-D + 2.0μM BAP 

0.02μM BAP 

0.2μM BAP 

2.0μM BAP 

20μM BAP 
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Results 

Experiment 4.1 

 

Media containing 1μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM TDZ or 1μM Dicamba + 0.2μM 

BAP were the best treatments in terms of callus production for Daphnandra sp. 

(Graph 4.1) and Daphnandra repandula (Graph 4.2) producing between 21.33mg 

and 35.45mg of callus per explant, while for Doryphora aromatica 1μM Dicamba 

+ 0.2μM BAP or 10μM Dicamba + 2μM BAP were the best, producing between 

22.35mg and 27.58mg of callus per explant (Graph 4.3). For all 3 plant species 

when compared visually, the 2,4-D/TDZ combination produced callus that was 

more suitable for callus proliferation than the Dicamba/BAP treatment. Full 

statistical data is in Appendix 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. 

 

Graph 4.1: Callus production from leaf material of Daphnandra sp. Values followed by 
the same letter are not significantly different from each other at p<0.05 
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Graph 4.2: Callus production from leaf material of Daphnandra repandula. Values 
followed by the same letter are not significantly different from each other at 
p<0.05 

 

 

 

Graph 4.3: Callus production from leaf material of Doryphora aromatica. Values 
followed by the same letter are not significantly different from each other at 
p<0.05 
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Experiment 4.2 

 

In terms of increase in callus weight media containing 3.62μM 2,4-D + 

0.63μM TDZ was the best treatment for Daphnandra sp. and Doryphora 

aromatica producing 38.77mg and 21.9mg of callus per explant respectively 

(Graphs 4.4 and 4.6), while 1μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM TDZ was better for Daphnandra 

repandula producing 37.55mg of callus per explant (Graph 4.5). While these two 

treatments were better than all the other treatments as measured by quantity of 

callus produced, the callus was not of the quality required for suspension culture 

initiation. 

The 2,4-D/BAP combination produced callus that was suitable for 

suspension culture initiation (Fig 4.1a and 4.1b). Full statistical data is in 

Appendix 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. 
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Graph 4.4: Callus production from leaf material of Daphnandra sp. Values followed 
by the same letter are not significantly different from each other at p<0.05 

 

Graph 4.5: Callus production from leaf material of Daphnandra repandula. Values 
followed by the same letter are not significantly different from each other at 
p<0.05 
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Graph 4.6: Callus production from leaf material of Doryphora aromatica. Values 
followed by the same letter are not significantly different from each other 
at p<0.05 

 
 

      
 
Figure 4.1: (Left) Daphnandra repandula on 2,4-D/BAP media produced callus that was soft 

and cream in colour. (Right) Daphnandra repandula on 2,4-D/TDZ media also 
produce callus but of the type that was very hard and green to dark brown in 
colour. 
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Experiment 4.3 

 

The treatment containing 1/2MS with light incubation produced significantly 

more callus i.e. 24.36mg of callus when compared to between 5.98mg and 10.08mg 

of callus per explant for all other treatments (Graph 4.7). However it was not of the 

type suitable for suspension culture initiation. Both treatments in the dark produced 

callus that was suitable for cell suspension culture initiation. The 1/2MS treatment 

produced slightly better callus when examined visually so this treatment was chosen 

for future experiments where callus initiation from leaf explants was required to 

initiate suspension cultures. Full statistical data is in Appendix 4.7. 

 

Graph 4.7: Effects of dark and light storage conditions on the production of callus from 
Daphnandra sp. leaf material. Values followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different from each other at p<0.05 
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Experiment 4.4 

 

 The treatment containing 6g/L agar with light incubation produced 

significantly more callus with 118.7mg callus per explant, compared to between 

56.2mg and 66.1mg of callus per explant for all other treatments (Graph 4.8). The 

callus produced from both treatments with light incubation was not of the type 

suitable for suspension culture similar to that observed in experiment 4.3. Both 

treatments with dark incubation produced soft pale yellow callus suitable for 

suspension culture initiation, with the 6g/L agar treatment producing callus that was 

slightly better than callus produced on the 8g/L agar treatment, therefore all 

subsequent media was made with 6g/L agar. Full statistical data is in Appendix 4.8. 

 

Graph 4.8: Effect of agar concentration and light on callus production for Daphnandra sp 
leaf material. Values followed by the same letter are not significantly different 
from each other at p<0.05 
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Experiment 4.5 

 

The effect of 2,4-D, BAP and a combination of both were examined for callus 

production from F.septica leaf explants. Results were compared after 4 weeks and 

while 1.0μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP (Fig 4.3) was not significantly better than 0.1μM 

2,4-D (Fig 4.2) in terms of callus production with 222.2mg and 211mg of callus 

produced respectively (Graph 4.9), without the presence of BAP root formation was 

observed. Media containing 1.0μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP was chosen for callus 

production for suspension culture initiation of F.septica. 

Subsequently all F.septica leaf material for callus production was placed on 

this medium. Other combinations produced roots and or hard callus not suitable for 

suspension culture initiation. Full statistical data is in Appendix 4.9. 

 

Graph 4.9: The effects of 2,4-D and BAP on the production of callus in Ficus septica leaf 
material. Values followed by the same letter are not significantly different from 
each other at p<0.05. 
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Figure 4.2: (Left) Control containing no 2,4-D or BAP in the medium produced 31.7mg of 
Ficus septica callus. (Right) Medium containing 0.01μM 2,4-D produced 42.7mg 
Ficus septica callus. 

 

 

 

    

Figure 4.3: (Left) Medium containing 0.1μM 2,4-D produced 211mg of Ficus septica callus 
while medium containing 1μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP (Right) produced 222mg 
callus. 
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Figure 4.4: (Left) Medium containing 10μM 2,4-D + 2μM BAP resulted in only 29.5mg of 
Ficus septica callus and 0.2μM BAP on its own resulted in 22.7mg of callus 
being produced. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 

 

Leaf material was washed in running water for 30mins before being placed in 

a disinfestation solution for 20mins. This disinfestation treatment of 1mL 

Domestos® in 10mL of AW was determined to be the most effective concentration 

for the control of contaminating organisms in previous experiments. 

The effects of two auxins and two cytokinins were compared for their ability 

to produce suitable callus. To determine the treatment able to produce the most 

amount of callus each explant was individually weighed at the beginning and the end 

of the experiment. For all three plant species when the total change in weight was 

measured the 2,4-D/TDZ combination was not always significantly better than the 

Dicamba/BAP treatments. In fact the 2,4-D/TDZ combination was only significantly 

better than the Dicamba/BAP combination for Daphnandra repandula. For all three 

plant species when compared visually, the 2,4-D/TDZ combination produced callus 

that was slightly softer and more suitable for callus proliferation than the 

Dicamba/BAP treatment, therefore the 2,4-D/TDZ combination was chosen for 

further experiments based on the quality of callus produced. 

Leaf material was surface decontaminated as for experiment 4.1 except that 

the Domestos® solution was diluted 1mL of Domestos® in 20mL of AW. The 

concentration of Domestos® was halved in this experiment as this strength still gave 

complete surface disinfestation. As young glasshouse grown material was used it was 

possible to reduce the amount of Domestos® required to obtain “clean” explants, and 

minimise the risk of damage to the plant tissue by Domestos®. 

In the second experiment 2,4-D and TDZ were chosen as they were the best 

cytokinins/auxin combination in experiment 4.1 and 2,4-D/BAP was used as a 
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comparison for economic reasons: BAP is considerably cheaper than TDZ. In terms 

of increase in callus weight media containing 2,4-D/TDZ was the best treatment for 

all three of the plant species examined as measured by quantity of callus produced. 

The callus produced by the 2,4-D/TDZ treatments was not of the quality 

required for suspension culture initiation, as the callus was too dense and hard. The 

2,4-D/BAP combination produced callus that was suitable for suspension culture 

initiation. The quantity and quality of the callus did not increase with higher 

concentrations of the plant growth regulators, 2,4-D and BAP, so the lowest 

concentration was used for future experiments 

Up until this point all experiments had been conducted in 16hr light periods 

with full strength MS medium. Although the treatment containing ½MS with light 

incubation produced more callus than all other treatments it was not of the type 

suitable for suspension culture initiation. The callus consisted of hard clumps of a 

very dark brown colour. Both treatments in the dark produced soft white callus that 

was suitable for suspension culture initiation. 

Although the 1/2MS treatment in the dark did not produce as much callus as 

some of the other treatments, upon visual examination the callus produced was of a 

slightly better quality than the other treatments.   

Placing cultures in the dark appeared to produce callus better suited to 

suspension culture initiation, but the resulting callus was still a little too firm to break 

up sufficiently when placed in solution. A softer media containing 6g/L agar instead 

of 8g/L was investigated under both dark and light culture conditions. Although the 

treatment in the light with 6g/L agar produced significantly more callus than the dark 

cultured treatment, it was not of the type suitable for suspension culture initiation, as 
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it consisted of hard clumps of a very dark brown colour similar to that observed in 

previous experiments.  

Both treatments with dark incubation produced soft pale yellow callus 

suitable for suspension culture initiation but the use of less agar produced callus that 

was slightly better and softer than callus produced on the firmer medium with 8g/L 

agar. 

The effect of 2,4-D, BAP and a combination of both were examined for 

suitable callus production from F.septica to initiate suspension cultures. While 

1.0μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP was not significantly better than 0.1μM 2,4-D in terms 

of the weight of callus produced in the absence of BAP root formation was observed. 

This root production is not ideal for the initiation of suspension cultures so 1.0μM 

2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP was chosen for callus production for suspension culture 

initiation of F.septica. Once a reliable and reproducible method for callus production 

had been determined suspension cultures of F.septica could be initiated. This is 

discussed further in Chapter 5. 

From here on F.septica was used exclusively for suspension culture initiation 

and secondary metabolite analysis. While the other species examined produced callus 

it was not friable enough for successful suspension culture initiation. 
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Appendix 
Appendix 4.1 Single Factor Anova 
Daphnandra sp. 
Change in tissue weight (mg) after 4 weeks in culture 

Groups Count Sum AverageVariance   
0μM 2,4-D + 0μM TDZ 6 35.6 5.93 30.21   
1μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM TDZ 6 128 21.33 353.21   
10μM 24D + 2μM TDZ 6 51.2 8.53 75.69   
31.62μM 24D + 6.32μM TDZ 6 61.8 10.30 119.44   
0μM Dicamba + 0μM BAP 6 35.6 5.93 30.21   
1μM Dicamba + 0.2μM BAP 6133.5 22.25 56.84   
10μM Dicamba + 2μM BAP 6 60.7 10.12 52.49   
31.62μM Dicamba + 6.32μM BAP 6 44.1 7.35 85.74   
       
ANOVA       

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 1821.61 7 260.23 2.59 0.03 2.25
Within Groups 4019.13 40 100.48    
Total 5840.74 47         
LSD=9.75       

 
Appendix 4.2 Single Factor Anova 
Daphnandra repandula 
Change in tissue weight (mg) after 4 weeks in culture 

Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
0μM 24D + 0μM TDZ 6 119.60 19.93 81.14   
1μM 24D + 0.2μM TDZ 6 212.70 35.45 539.52   
10μM 24D + 2μM TDZ 6 12.60 2.10 26.46   
31.62μM 24D + 6.32μM TDZ 6 0.00 0.00 0.00   
0μM Dicamba + 0μM BAP 6 119.60 19.93 81.14   
1μM Dicamba + 0.2μM BAP 6 160.40 26.73 209.28   
10μM Dicamba + 2μM BAP 6 54.00 9.00 141.09   
31.62μM Dicamba + 6.32μM 
BAP 6 5.80 0.97 5.61   
       
ANOVA       

Source of Variation SS df MS F 
P-

value 
F 

crit
Between Groups 7347.40 7 1049.63 7.74 0.00 2.25
Within Groups 5421.23 40 135.53    
Total 12768.63 47         
LSD = 11.32       
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Appendix 4.3 Single Factor Anova 
Doryphora aromatica 
Change in tissue weight (mg) after 4 weeks in culture 

Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
0μM 24D + 0μM TDZ 6 88.7 14.78 64.53   
1μM 24D + 0.2μM TDZ 6 79.3 13.22 62.71   
10μM 24D + 2μM TDZ 6 56.2 9.37 51.66   
31.62μM 24D + 6.32μM TDZ 6 64.2 10.70 17.61   
0μM Dicamba + 0μM BAP 6 88.7 14.78 64.53   
1μM Dicamba + 0.2μM BAP 6165.5 27.58 99.90   
10μM Dicamba + 2μM BAP 6134.1 22.35 96.19   
31.62μM Dicamba + 6.32μM BAP 6 69.1 11.52 21.82   
       
ANOVA       

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 1654.10 7 236.30 3.95 0.00 2.25
Within Groups 2394.75 40 59.87    
Total 4048.85 47         
LSD = 7.52       

 
Appendix 4.4 Single Factor Anova 
Daphnandra sp. 
Change in tissue weight (mg) after 4 weeks in culture 

Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Control 6 56.10 9.35 1.04   
0.1μM 24D + 0.02μM TDZ 6119.40 19.90 5.64   
0.36μM 24D + 0.63μM TDZ 6159.50 26.58 3.39   
1μM 24D + 0.2μM TDZ 6 88.70 14.78 4.71   
3.62μM 24D + 0.63μM TDZ 6232.60 38.77 242.57   
0.1μM 24D + 0.02μM BAP 6129.50 21.58 6.37   
0.36μM 24D + 0.63μM BAP 6128.00 21.33 6.10   
1μM 24D + 0.2μM BAP 6 79.60 13.27 19.03   
3.62μM 24D + 0.63μM BAP 6 74.20 12.37 14.75   
       
ANOVA       

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 3861.54 8.00 482.69 14.31 0.00 2.15
Within Groups 1518.01 45.00 33.73    
Total 5379.55 53.00         
LSD = 5.65       
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Appendix 4.5 Single Factor Anova 
Daphnandra repandula 
Change in tissue weight (mg) after 4 weeks in culture 

Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Control 6111.2 18.5 50.4   
0.1μM 24D + 0.02μM TDZ 6 71.2 11.9 9.8   
0.36μM 24D + 0.63μM TDZ 6104.2 17.4 11.8   
1μM 24D + 0.2μM TDZ 6225.3 37.6 295.7   
3.62μM 24D + 0.63μM TDZ 6121.8 20.3 20.8   
0.1μM 24D + 0.02μM BAP 6 90.3 15.1 5.5   
0.36μM 24D + 0.63μM BAP 6 59.2 9.9 2.3   
1μM 24D + 0.2μM BAP 6 55.5 9.3 0.8   
3.62μM 24D + 0.63μM BAP 6 50.4 8.4 1.3   
       
ANOVA       

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 3889.0 8.0 486.1 11.0 0.0 2.2
Within Groups 1991.8 45.0 44.3    
Total 5880.8 53.0         
LSD=6.5       

 
Appendix 4.6 Single Factor Anova 
Doryphora aromatica 
Change in tissue weight (mg) after 4 weeks in culture 

Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Control 6 84.4 14.1 56.0   
0.1μM 24D + 0.02μM TDZ 6 74.2 12.4 14.8   
0.36μM 24D + 0.63μM TDZ 6110.0 18.3 5.3   
1μM 24D + 0.2μM TDZ 6 79.6 13.3 19.0   
3.62μM 24D + 0.63μM TDZ 6131.4 21.9 16.1   
0.1μM 24D + 0.02μM BAP 6 92.5 15.4 3.0   
0.36μM 24D + 0.63μM BAP 6 58.1 9.7 1.7   
1μM 24D + 0.2μM BAP 6 53.9 9.0 1.0   
3.62μM 24D + 0.63μM BAP 6 51.2 8.5 2.3   
       
ANOVA       

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 952.6 8.0 119.1 9.0 0.0 2.2
Within Groups 596.3 45.0 13.3    
Total 1548.9 53.0         
LSD=3.5       
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Appendix 4.7 Single Factor Anova 
Daphnandra sp 
Change in tissue weight (mg) after 6 weeks in culture 

Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
Full MS (Dark) 25 149.40 5.98 55.44   
Full MS (Light) 25 251.90 10.08 136.90   
1/2 MS (Dark) 25 224.90 9.00 65.23   
1/2MS (Light) 15 365.40 24.36 323.84   
       
ANOVA       
Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 3430.07 3 1143.36 9.18 0.00002 2.71 
Within Groups 10715.44 86 124.60    
Total 14145.51 89         
LSD=5.3       

 
Appendix 4.8 Single Factor Anova 
Daphnandra sp 
Change in tissue weight (mg) after 6 weeks in culture 

Groups Count Sum Average Variance   
6g Agar (Light) 39 4629.4 118.7 16175.9   
6g Agar (Dark) 39 2577.9 66.1 4565.4   
8g Agar (Light) 39 2279.3 58.4 7168.5   
8g Agar (Dark) 39 2193.0 56.2 7175.9   
       
ANOVA       

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit
Between Groups 102002.72 3 34000.91 3.88 0.01 2.66
Within Groups 1333258.11 152 8771.43    
       
Total 1435260.83 155         
LSD = 34.9       
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Appendix 4.9 Single Factor Anova 
Ficus septica 
Change in tissue weight (mg) after 6 weeks in culture 

Groups Count Sum 
Averag

e Variance   
Control 15 475.5 31.7 393.3   
0.01μM 2,4-D 15 639.9 42.7 1460.2   
0.1μM 2,4-D 15 3164.9 211.0 8827.2   
1.0μM 2,4-D 15 1827.7 121.8 4362.5   
10μM 2,4-D 15 1353.6 90.2 2964.5   
0.1μM 2,4-D + 0.02μM BAP 15 1970.4 131.4 12028.2   
1.0μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP 15 3332.4 222.2 24079.8   
10μM 2,4-D + 2μM BAP 15 442.4 29.5 299.0   
0.02μM BAP 15 372.0 24.8 235.0   
0.2μM BAP 15 340.1 22.7 196.9   
2.0μM BAP 15 171.7 11.4 102.9   
20μM BAP 15 179.6 12.0 59.0   
       
ANOVA       

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit

Between Groups 956924.9 11.0
86993.

2 19.0 0.0 1.8
Within Groups 770120.0 168.0 4584.0    
Total 1727044.9 179.0         
LSD=40.7       
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Introduction 

 

Nature as a source of useful drugs has been recognised since ancient times 

and natural products are the most consistently successful source of drug leads. 

Natural products provide greater structural diversity than standard combinatorial 

chemistry and so they offer major opportunities for the discovery of novel 

molecular lead structures (Harvey, 2000; Peláez, 2006). the World Health 

Organisation considers 11% of the 252 drugs regarded as basic and essential are 

exclusively of plant origin (Rates, 2001). 

Plant cell culture i.e. the growth of plant cells on solid medium or in 

liquid, was originally used to study the physiology and biochemistry of plants 

without the complication of the whole plant (Scragg (a),1990). It was discovered 

that plant cells isolated from field grown plants and cultivated in vitro have the 

potential to produce and accumulate compounds characteristic of the original 

plant, in particular secondary metabolites. 

Plant cells have several advantages in comparison to differentiated plants. 

These include plant material availability independent of geographical, political 

and climatic conditions of the countries where the particular plants are found. 

Consideration must also be given to the average yield of active compounds and 

the amount of crude plant material required to launch a new drug on the market. 

Full pre-clinical and clinical studies alone can require as much as 200ton of raw 

material to yield 2kg of pure compound (Rates, 2001). 

As more medicinal plants are brought back into mainstream treatment 

regimens the market growth must be balanced with sustainable supply. Already 
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there have been reported instances where exploitation of wild populations has 

resulted in the rapid depletion of natural stands of medicinal plants to the point 

where many are now endangered species (Cordell, 2000; Ouyang et al, 2005). 

This is where plant tissue and cell suspension culture can be utilised. Only a small 

supply of starting material needs to be taken from the wild and this can then be 

multiplied in vitro.  

Plant cell cultures are attractive as possible alternative sources of 

secondary metabolites, but the spectrum of compounds that are produced is often 

quite different from that in the plant. Most plant cells in culture tend to 

accumulate only a small amount of the compounds typical of the species from 

which the cultures were isolated (Yeoman et al, 1990). The dedifferentiation of 

plant tissue in vitro to produce callus or suspension cells is usually accompanied 

by a loss of ability to accumulate secondary compounds. The reasons for this may 

include the lack of expression in non-specialised cells of genes that control the 

essential steps in the biosynthetic pathway, the diversion of substrate away from 

secondary product formation or the unregulated catabolism of synthesised 

products (Wink, 1999; Charlwood et al, 1990; Croteau et al 2000). 

The addition of appropriate precursors or related compounds to the culture 

medium can sometimes stimulate secondary metabolite production. Misawa 

(1994) reported the addition of tropic acid to the medium of Scopolia japonica 

increased the quantity of alkaloids by up to 14 times. Biotransformation by adding 

precursors to culture medium can boost product accumulation if intermediates to 

the product are absent or at very low concentrations in the cells (Yeoman et al, 

1990).  
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Undifferentiated cell culture products can be varied by altering the culture 

conditions or by the addition of chemicals to elicit the expression of a different 

metabolic pathway. Such manipulation can provide a wider range of chemical 

diversity from cell cultures than can be extracted directly from the plant material 

(Harvey, 2000). Biotransformation has the potential to produce compounds that 

can be replicated by synthetic means or produce novel compounds that have 

previously not been identified. 
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Materials and Methods 

 

5.1 Suspension Culture Initiation in Erlenmeyer Flasks 

 

Ficus septica callus produced from leaf material was the source material 

for suspension culture initiation. Chapter 4.5 describes initiation methods for 

F.septica callus.  

To initiate suspension cultures eight grams of soft F.septica callus was 

placed in each 250mL erlenmeyer flask containing 100mL of autoclaved medium, 

which consisted of 1/2MS + 1μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP + 0.8% PVP + 3% sucrose 

(SC1 medium). Flasks were agitated on an orbital shaker at 100rpm 25°C ± 2°C 

with a 16hr photoperiod under cool white fluorescent lighting of 25μMm-2s-1. 

After 4 days, suspension cultures were strained through a sterile stainless 

steel mesh (Fig 5.1), with a pore size of 0.5mm, to remove any large cell 

aggregates. Cells that did not pass through the mesh were placed into fresh SC1 

medium and returned to the orbital shaker for a further 4 days. After the 4th day, 

suspensions were again strained through the mesh to separate the large clumps 

from the finer cells. The strained suspension cells were returned to the orbital 

shaker for a further 6 days. After the 6th day cultures were placed in a laminar 

flow cabinet and 20mL aliquots of the suspension culture was aseptically 

removed. The erlenmeyer flasks were gently agitated while the aliquots were 
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taken to avoid the cells settling. These aliquots were added to 100mL of fresh 

autoclaved SC1 medium and returned to the orbital shaker.  

   
       (A)            (B) 

     Figure 5.1: Stainless Steel mesh sieve 0.5mm pore size, top (A) and bottom view (B) 
 

Suspension cultures were routinely sub-cultured every 18 days. Excess 

suspension cultures were vacuum filtered through Whatman® No 1 filter paper to 

remove plant cell mass then centrifuged to remove any remaining cell fragments. 

The resulting supernatant was pooled and frozen for later analysis in Chapter 6. 

Suspension cultures that appeared cloudy when left to stand without 

agitation for 30mins were checked for the presence of bacterial contamination. 

Oxoid® nutrient agar was prepared per the manufactures directions, autoclaved at 

121°C for 20mins and 20mL dispensed into each sterile petri dish. A 100µL cell 

suspension sample was taken aseptically from each flask in a laminar flow cabinet 

and spread evenly onto each nutrient agar plate. Plates were incubated in the dark 

at 25°C± 2°C. After 7 days flasks were discarded if the corresponding plate 

showed visible signs of contamination.  

 The previous procedure was repeated but the SC1 medium was replaced 

with 1/2MS + 1μM 2,4-D + 0.2μM BAP  + 3% sucrose (SC 2 medium). The new 
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SC2 medium was identical to the SC1 medium except that PVP was omitted from 

the medium.  

 

 

5.2 Cell Growth Rates in Erlenmeyer Flasks 

 

Packed Cell Volume 

 

To measure the rate of growth of F.septica culture cells in erlenmeyer 

flasks a 1mL sample of the suspension culture was taken aseptically from ten 

individual flasks. These were centrifuged at 7g in 1.5mL graduated eppendorf 

tubes for 60sec. This measurement was repeated every day for 21 days. The 

packed cell volume is the volume of the pellet as a function of the volume of the 

sample taken and is expressed as a percentage (Dixon, 1985).  

 

Wet and Dry Cell Weights 

 

 The 1mL samples taken for the packed cell volume measurements were 

also used for the wet and dry cell weight measurements. The suspension sample 

was filtered through pre-weighed (wet condition) Whatman® No 1 filter paper on 

a buchner funnel under slight vacuum. The cells were washed with deionised 

water and drained fully under vacuum before reweighing the cells plus the filter 

paper. The dry weight measurements were made in the same way using pre 
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weighed dry filter papers. The cells were dried in an oven at 60°C until a constant 

weight was achieved. 

 

 

Cell Viability 

 

 After the 21 day culture period a 1mL sample was taken from ten 

individual suspension culture flasks and one drop of a stock solution of Evans 

Blue (0.025% w/v) added to each sample. The samples were gently agitated to 

thoroughly mix the stain with the sample and left to sit at room temperature for 

several minutes. Each sample was individually loaded into a Sedgewick rafter 

cell-counting chamber and the number of stained cells (unviable) to unstained 

(viable) cells counted under a microscope and percentage viability calculated. 

 

 

5.3 Suspension Culture Initiation in a Bioreactor 

 

A bioreactor was tested as a means of scaling up production of plant cell 

suspension broth for chemical analysis. The bioreactor (Paek et al, 2000) Fig 5.2 

consisted of a 5L glass vessel with a glass fibre filter fitted to the inside bottom, 

and a silicon stopper at the top to create an airtight seal. The silicon stopper had 

two stainless steel pipes through the silicone and into the vessel so as to release 

pressure and prevent cracking of the glass. One of the pipes in the silicon was 

fitted with a 0.2 micron air filter, so that air could be released but not enter the 
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reactor, and the other with sterile non absorbent cotton. Sterile non absorbent 

cotton was used on this pipe for safety reasons. If the filter was to become blocked 

the pressure build up in the vessel could force the cotton out and the pressure 

would be released before the glass could break. As air is constantly being pumped 

into the vessel a pressure build up could occur very quickly should a blockage 

occur. 

 To one side of the bioreactor there was a port fitted with a rubber septum. 

Through this septum a wide bore syringe was inserted and samples taken without 

the need to remove the silicon top. Air was slowly pumped into the bioreactor 

from the bottom through a 0.2 micron air filter, then through the internal glass 

filter to create very fine air bubbles. The bubbles worked as an airlift and 

prevented the cells from settling to the bottom. All tubing used to carry air into 

and out of the bioreactor was autoclavable grade silicon. 

The bioreactor vessel was unassembled and all components sealed in 

autoclavable paper bags before being autoclaved at 121°C for 20mins. All 

components were allowed to cool in a laminar flow cabinet before being fully 

assembled whilst remaining in the laminar flow cabinet. All media to be used in 

the bioreactor was autoclaved at 121°C for 20mins in Schott® bottles and allowed 

to cool to room temperature before being added to the bioreactor.  

Air was pumped into the bioreactor at a rate that was just strong enough to 

prevent the settling of the cells on the glass fiber filter. The vessel was completely 

sealed around the top edge of the glass with a layer of parafilm to ensure no 

leakage of air. It was then placed at 25°C ± 2°C with a 16hr photoperiod under 

cool white fluorescent lighting of 25μMm-2s-1. 
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Figure 5.2: Above left: Bioreactor fully assembled on stand. Top right: Airtight silicone 
stopper fitted with two ports for pressure release. Bottom right: Glass fibre 
filter for breaking up of air bubbles and to the left of the vessel a port through 
which samples could be taken. 

 

Treatment 1 

 

Initially 80mL of F.septica callus was placed in 1L of SC2 medium in the 

bioreactor. When measurements of the rate of growth of the suspension culture 

cells in the bioreactor were required, the airflow to the vessel was stopped for 

15mins allowing the cells to settle to the bottom before measuring the cell 

volume. Measurements for the bioreactor were taken every second day for 18 

days. 
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After 18 days the airflow to the vessel was stopped and the cells left to 

settle for 15mins. The reactor was opened in a laminar flow cabinet and 750mL of 

medium removed and replaced with fresh medium. The reactor vessel was 

resealed and the airflow resumed. Medium that was removed was vacuum filtered 

through filter paper to remove any large cell particles then centrifuged to remove 

any remaining cell fragments. The resulting supernatant was pooled and frozen for 

future chemical analysis in Chapter 6. 

  

Treatment 2 

 

 F.septica callus was used to initiate suspension cultures in forty 

erlenmeyer flasks containing 8mL of callus and 100mL of SC2 medium. After 

two days all flasks were screened for the presence of contaminants via the nutrient 

agar plate method described in experiment 5.1 of this chapter. Nutrient agar plates 

were incubated for 4 days at 30°C then examined for signs of contamination. Any 

flasks that had no visible contamination on the corresponding petri dish after the 

4th day were pooled together in the bioreactor to give a total volume of 2.5L.  

 

5.4 Cell Growth Rates in a Bioreactor 

 

Cell growth measurements were recorded for the bioreactors. Two 50mL 

samples were taken from each of the three bioreactors every 3rd day for 24 days. 

Samples were taken in a laminar flow cabinet from the sample port on the side of 

the bioreactor with a sterile syringe and wide bore needle. 
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Packed Cell Volume 

 

To measure the rate of growth of F.septica culture cells in the bioreactor 

the 50mL sample removed via syringe was centrifuged at 7g in a 50mL graduated 

centrifuge tube for 60secs. The packed cell volume was determined as for 

experiment 5.2. This measurement was repeated every 3rd day for 24 days. 

 

Wet and Dry Cell Weights 

 

 The 50mL samples taken for the packed cell volume measurements was 

also used for the wet and dry cell weight measurements. Wet and dry cell weights 

were determined as for experiment 5.2.  

 

Cell Viability 

 

 After the 24 day culture period a 1mL sample was taken from the three 

bioreactors and stained with Evans Blue (0.025% w/v) as for experiment 5.2 to 

determine the percentage of viable cells. 
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Precursor Feeding 

 

5.5 Determination of Minimum Detectable Levels of Chrysin 

 

 The aim of this experiment was to determine the minimum amount of 

chrysin that could be detected in solution via the use of HPLC. Chrysin,  Sigma-

Aldrich® Fine Chemicals, was dissolved in deionised water to make a stock 

solution of 1000mg/L and the pH adjusted to 5.65 to simulate the pH of the 

suspension culture medium chrysin will be added to in future experiments.  

Fourteen different concentrations of chrysin were used to create a standard 

curve for chrysin detection via HPLC with a C18 semi prep column. The 

concentrations used were 0.66mg/L, 1mg/L, 3.3mg/L, 5mg/L, 6.6mg/L, 10mg/L, 

33mg/L, 50mg/L, 66mg/L, 100mg/L, 330mg/L, 500mg/L, 660mg/L and 

1000mg/L.  

A 200µL sample of each concentration was taken and a 50µL injection 

used with a C18 semi prep HPLC column. Solvents used were HPLC grade 

methanol and deionised H2O with 1% TFA added. 
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5.6 Determination of Lethal Chrysin Concentrations 

 

Treatment 1 

 

 Once the minimum concentration of chrysin that can be detected via 

HPLC was determined in 5.5 the concentration at which chrysin is lethal to 

F.septica cells was established. Varying concentrations of chrysin were added to 

F.septica suspension cultures. Concentrations ranging from 0mg/L to 1000mg/L 

were tested over a period of 7 days. After this 7 day period a 1mL sample was 

taken from each flask and stained with Evans blue (as described in experiment 

5.3) to determine the percentage of viable cells. 

 

Treatment 2 

 

 Treatment 1 was repeated however the chrysin concentration was reduced 

to between 0mg/L and 10mg/L. The experiment was conducted for 14 days before 

cells were again assessed for viability using Evans blue staining. 
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5.7 Chrysin Feeding to Ficus septica suspension cultures 

 

 Ficus septica suspension cultures were initiated in 250mL erlenmeyer 

flasks as described in experiment 5.2. Five days after initiation filter sterilised 

chrysin with a pH of 5.65 was added to the erlenmeyer flasks containing Ficus 

septica suspension cultures to determine if chrysin is metabolised by Ficus septica 

cells. Chrysin was added at a concentration of 1mg/L on each of the designated 

days. 

 

Feeding Regime 1 

Chrysin added on the following days: 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20. 

 

Feeding Regime 2 

Chrysin added on the following days: 
0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 
 

Feeding Regime 3 

Chrysin added on the following days: 
0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21. 
 

Feeding Regime 4 

Chrysin added on the following days: 
0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20. 
 

Four replicate flasks were used for each of the four different feeding 

regimes. Triplicate samples of 200µL were taken from each of the erlenmeyer 
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flasks on day 0 immediately after the addition of chrysin and then triplicate 

samples were taken from each flask immediately before the next addition of 

chrysin on each of the above mentioned days for the respective feeding regimes. 

The control consisted of chrysin in deionised H2O without the addition of 

F.septica cells. 

Only two of the three samples were used unless there was a significant 

difference between the first two samples. The other sample was frozen for later 

use if required. 

Samples were centrifuged to pellet any cell fragments and 50µL injected 

onto a C18  semi prep column at 3mL/min with HPLC grade methanol and H2O 

(1% TFA) as the solvents. 

 

HPLC conditions for tests were as follows: 

 

MeOH  H2O (1% TFA) 

   80%  20% 

25mins     80%  20% 

30mins     100% 0% 

45mins     100% 0% 

50mins         80% 20% 
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Experiment 5.8 

 

 Ficus septica suspension cultures were initiated in 250mL erlenmeyer 

flasks as described in experiment 5.2. Five days after initiation filter sterilised 

chrysin with a pH of 5.65 was added to the erlenmeyer flasks containing Ficus 

septica suspension cultures to determine if chrysin is metabolised by Ficus septica 

cells. Chrysin was added at a concentration of 0.1mg/mL on day zero. Three test 

conditions used were: 

 

1. chrysin + deionised water day 0 and day 20 

2. ½MS media + chrysin day 0 and day 20 

3. ½MS media + F.septica cells + chrysin day 0 and day 20 

 

After 20 days a 10mL sample was taken from each flask. A 1mL Strata ™ C18-E 

solid phase extraction column by Phenomenex® (Fig 5.3) was used to prepare 

each sample.  

 

Column was equilibrated by flushing it as follows: 

5mL  100% MeOH 

 5mL 60% MeOH  40% H2O (1% TFA) 

 5mL 100% H2O (1%TFA) 

 

Preliminary tests were carried out  to determine that chrysin could be eluted from 

a Strata® C18-E column using 60% MeOH  and 40% H2O containing 1% TFA. 
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The 10mL sample was applied to the column and eluted with the following 

solvents: 

 10mL sample (Fraction A) 

5mL 100% H2O (1% TFA) (Fraction B) 

5mL 60% MeOH  40% H2O (1% TFA) (Fraction C) 

5mL  100% MeOH (Fraction D) 

Fractions were individually collected and evaporated to dryness before being 

resuspended in 200µL of a 60% MeOH and 40% H2O (1% TFA) solution. 

100µL of the resuspended sample was injected onto a Thermo® 

Hypersil® C18 250x10mm BDS 5μ column at 3mL/min with HPLC grade 

methanol and H2O (1% TFA) as the solvents. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Strata ™ C18-E solid phase extraction column by Phenomenex® 
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HPLC conditions for tests were: 

 

MeOH  H2O (1% TFA) 

   80%  20% 

20mins     80%  20% 

25mins     100% 0% 

35mins     100% 0% 

40mins         80% 20% 
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Results 

 

Suspension Culture Initiation in Erlenmeyer Flasks 

 

Experiment 5.1 

For the initiation of suspension cultures it was experimentally determined 

that eight grams of F.septica callus equated to approximately 8mL of callus. It 

was easier to maintain sterility when callus did not have to be removed from the 

sterile environment in the laminar flow cabinet to be weighed on a balance. From 

here on all callus was measured in terms of millilitres rather than grams for the 

initiation of all suspension cultures. 

Suspension cultures were routinely subcultured every eighteen days. By 

the eighteenth day suspensions had become sufficiently dense that only a 10mL 

aliquot was required to initiate a new culture in 100mL of fresh media. 

Excess suspension cultures had all plant cell mass removed and were 

stored at -20°C for future chemical analysis, which is discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Cell Growth Rates in Erlenmeyer Flasks  

 

Experiment 5.2 

 

Packed Cell Volume 

 The average cell volume for each day was plotted as a percentage over the 

course of 21 days. Over the course of the 21 days that samples were taken the 

percentage of F.septica cell volume rose from 2% (approximately 3.16mg) on day 

zero to 22% (approximately 13.17mg) on day 21 (Fig 5.4). This represents an 11-

fold increase in cell volume percentage over the 21-day period. 
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Figure 5.4: Packed cell volume of Ficus septica suspension cultures grown in 250mL 
Erlenmeyer flasks. 
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Wet and Dry Cell Weights 

 Ten samples were used for each day and their average plotted. Wet cell 

weight increased from 3.16mg on day zero to 13.17mg on day 21 representing a 

four-fold increase in wet cell mass (Fig 5.5). Dry cell weight increased from 

1.10mg on day zero to 4.39mg on day 21 representing a four-fold increase in dry 

cell mass(Fig 5.6). 
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Figure 5.5: Wet cell weight of Ficus septica suspension cultures grown in 250mL 
Erlenmeyer flasks. 
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Dry Cell Weight
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Figure 5.6: Dry cell weight of Ficus septica suspension cultures grown in 250mL 
Erlenmeyer flasks. 

 

 

 

Cell Viability Staining 

 The percentage of viable cells within the ten 1mL suspension culture 

samples is indicated in Table 5.1. After the 21 day culture period cell viability was 

87% ± 1%. 
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Table 5.1: Percentage viability of Ficus septica suspension culture cells after a 21 day 
culture period 

Sample No. % Viability 

1 87 

2 93 

3 91 

4 90 

5 85 

6 83 

7 87 

8 82 

9 84 

10 88 

Average Viability 87 ± 1 

 

 

 

 

Suspension Culture Initiation in a Bioreactor 

 

Experiment 5.3 

 

Measurements of cell growth were unable to be taken in the same way as 

for Experiment 5.1. After 7 days of measurements there was no measurable 
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change in the cell volume. Instead packed cell volume and cell weight methods 

were used. These results are detailed in Experiment 5.4. 

As contamination was a problem when F.septica cells were initiated 

directly into the bioreactor F.septica suspension cultures were initiated in 

erlenmeyer flasks. These flasks were checked for contamination before being 

introduced into the bioreactor. 

 

 

 

Cell Growth Rates in a Bioreactor  

 

Experiment 5.4 

 

Packed Cell Volume 

 The average cell volume for each sample day was plotted as a percentage 

over the course of 24 days. Over the course of the 24 days that samples were 

taken the percentage of F.septica cell volume rose from 0.4% (approximately 

12.98mg) on day zero to 4.2% (approximately 129.81mg) on day 24 (Fig 5.7). 

This represents an 11-fold increase in cell volume over the 24-day period. 
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Packed Cell Volume of F.septica  Suspension Cultures
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 Figure 5.7: Packed cell volume of Ficus septica suspension cultures grown in a 
bioreactor. 
 

 

 

Wet and Dry Cell Weights 

 Three samples were used for every third day and their average plotted. 

Wet cell weight increased from 12.98mg on day zero to 129.81mg on day 24 

representing a ten-fold increase in wet cell mass (Fig 5.8). Dry cell weight 

increased from 4.39mg on day zero  to 42.87mg on day 24 representing a ten-fold 

increase in dry cell mass (Fig 5.9). 
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Figure 5.8: Wet cell weight of Ficus septica suspension cultures grown in a bioreactor. 

 

 

Dry Cell Weight
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Figure 5.9: Dry cell weight of Ficus septica suspension cultures grown in a bioreactor. 
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Cell Viability Staining 

 The percentage of viable cells within the three 1mL suspension culture 

samples is indicated in Table 5.2. After the 24 day culture period cell viability was 

91% ± 2 %. 

 

Table 5.2: Percentage viability of Ficus septica suspension culture cells after a twenty 
four day culture period 

 
    Sample No. % Viability 

1 89 

2 90 

3 94 

Average Viability 91± 2 

 

 

Precursor Feeding 

 

5.5 Determination of Minimum Detectable Levels of Chrysin 

 

From HPLC data collected a graph of chrysin concentration detection was 

plotted. The minimum concentration that could be detected by HPLC was 

0.66mg/L when a 50μL sample was injected onto a Thermo® Hypersil® C18 

250x10mm BDS 5μ semi prep column. At concentrations above 1000mg/L the 

sample would need to be further diluted to prevent overloading of the column and 

having the peak run off the top of the trace. 
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Figure 5.10: A 50µL injection of Chrysin at 1mg/L. HPLC solvents 80% MeOH and 
20% H2O (1%TFA) 3mL/min, 212nm. 

 

 

Figure 5.11: A 50µL injection of Chrysin at 10mg/L. HPLC solvents 80% MeOH and 
20% H2O (1%TFA) 3mL/min, 212nm. 
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Figure 5.12: A 50µL injection of Chrysin at 100mg/L. HPLC solvents 80% MeOH and 
20% H2O (1%TFA) 3mL/min, 212nm. 
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Chrysin Concentration Curve
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Figure 5.13: Chrysin concentration curve using HPLC data for chrysin between 

0.66mg/L and 10mg/L. 
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Figure 5.14: Chrysin concentration curve using HPLC data for chrysin between 33mg/L 
and 100mg/L. 
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Chrysin Concentration Curve
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Figure 5.15: Chrysin concentration curve using HPLC data for chrysin between 100mg/L 
and 1000mg/L. 

 

 

5.6 Determination of Lethal Chrysin Concentrations 

 

Treatment 1 and Treatment 2 

In treatment 1 concentrations of chrysin between 0mg/L (control) and 

1mg/L resulted in 99% cell survival rates. When the chrysin concentration was 

increased to 100mg/L cell survival dropped to 5%, and at 1000mg/L 0% of the 

cells survived the 7 day chrysin exposure (Table 5.3). In treatment 2 chrysin 

concentrations of 0mg/L and 1mg/L produced cell survival rates of 98% over a 14 

day exposure period. When chrysin concentrations were increased to 6.6mg/L cell 

survival fell to 65% and at 10mg.L cell survival of 0% was experienced (Table 

5.3).  
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Table 5.3: Percentage of viable cells after the addition of chrysin. Treatment 1 was 
monitored for 7 days while treatment 2 was monitored for 14 days. 

 0mg/L 0.1mg/L 1.0mg/L 3.3mg/L 6.6mg/L 10mg/L 100mg/L 1000mg/L

Treatment 1 99% 99% 99%   93% 5% 0% 

Treatment 2 98%  98% 87% 65% 0%   

 

 

 

Experiment 5.7 

 

Chrysin Feeding to Ficus septica suspension cultures 

 

The arrow in Fig 5.16 indicates the chrysin peak but it was not possible to 

determine if chrysin is being metabolised and new peaks created because of the 

presence of the background peaks. The chrysin peak is very small at 

approximately 0.0064AU. Larger samples could not be taken as this would have 

altered the overall volume of the suspension and have affected the final chrysin 

concentration. 
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Figure 5.16: Feeding Regime 1 on day 4 i.e. 4mg of chrysin has been added to the Ficus 
cells. The arrow indicates the chrysin peak at 212nm. 

 

 

Experiment 5.8 

 

When chrysin was added to deionised water (control), ½MS media or 

½MS media containing F.septica cells the concentration of chrysin did not change 

over a 20 day period Fig 5.17, Fig 5.18 and Fig 5.19. There was no detectable 

change in peak height on the HPLC trace from samples taken at day zero and 

samples taken at day 20 in any of the three treatments tested. 
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       Day 0       Day 20 
Figure 5.17: Chrysin and deionised water (control) at 212nm. 
 

 

       Day 0       Day 20 
Figure 5.18: Chrysin and ½MS media at 212nm. 
 

 

       Day 0       Day 20 
Figure 5.19: Chrysin, ½MS and Ficus septica cells at 212nm. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 

 

 Initially the suspension culture medium for Ficus septica contained 

PVP, which helps prevent the exudation of phenolics. It was discovered that when 

PVP was present in the suspension culture medium chemical analysis could not be 

carried out. The PVP in the medium caused an emulsion to form between the 

organic and aqueous layers preventing proper separation. Dichloromethane 

(DCM) was originally used for the organic/aqueous partition but replaced with 

ethyl acetate (EtOAc) in an attempt to reduce emulsion formation. The use of 

EtOAc  helped reduce the formation of the emulsion but did not eliminate it 

completely. PVP was determined to be the main cause of the emulsion formation 

and therefore was subsequently removed from the suspension culture media. 

Phenolics did not pose a problem in the liquid medium like they did with solid 

medium and the elimination of PVP did not appear to hinder cell growth. 

In an effort to minimise errors introduced by sampling variations the same 

sample that was taken for packed cell volume measurements was also used for the 

wet and dry cell mass measurements. This reduced the number and volume of 

samples that were required to be taken from the erlenmeyer flasks and bioreactors. 

This reduced volume of sample taken was particularly important in the bioreactors 

as two 50mL samples were taken every three days and extra samples for wet and 

dry cell weights would severely deplete the initial starting volume. Once increases 

in cell volume and mass were established it was necessary to assess cell viability. 

Increases in cell volume and wet cell mass can be attributed to vacuole expansion 
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and increased water uptake into the cell rather than actual increases in cell 

numbers. 

Evans blue is a vital stain which is excluded by intact living cells and used 

to assess cell viability. Upon examination under a microscope cells that are dead 

or have a damaged cell wall show a pale blue colour and intact viable cells do not. 

Evans blue is a quick visual way to determine the percentage of viable cells in a 

suspension while requiring as little as several hundred micro litres to one millilitre 

to carry out the examination.  

As a means of scaling up the production of plant cell suspension broth a 

bioreactor was used. Measurements of cell growth were taken by stopping the 

airflow to the bioreactor for 15mins each day. This allowed the cells to settle to 

the bottom of the bioreactor. Once cells had settled a measurement was taken 

from the bottom tip of the bioreactor to the top of the settled cells. This 

measurement was used to determine the amount of cell growth in the given period 

between measurements. After seven days it was determined that this method was 

not suitable. The diameter of the bioreactor vessel was too large to detect a small 

volume change in the cells. Thus  packed cell volume and cell wet and dry weight 

methods were used as for the previous experiment, but a 50mL sample was taken, 

instead of 1mL as for the erlenmeyer flasks, to give a better representation of the 

entire bioreactor. 

  Initially 80mL of F.septica callus was required for initiation of a 

suspension culture per bioreactor vessel containing one litre of medium. For this 

method to be scaled up further, the bioreactor can hold up to four litres of 

medium, double or triple the amount of callus was required. To obtain this 
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quantity of callus involved using callus initiated on multiple petri dishes. This 

greatly increases the chance of contamination, as was previously experienced in 

experiment 5.4.  

To reduce the risk of contamination callus was initiated in erlenmeyer 

flasks and screened for contamination before being added to the bioreactor. 

Samples of each suspension culture were taken several days after initiation and 

streaked on to nutrient agar plates. These plates were incubated for four days and 

any flasks suspected of being contaminated with bacteria were discarded. This 

method greatly reduced the occurrence of contamination in the bioreactors. The 

occurrence of contamination after this method was adopted nearly always related 

to leakage of the bioreactor seals or introduced contamination while sampling 

from the bioreactors. 

Chrysin is a precursor to the compound of interest, ficine. As ficine was 

not being produced naturally in culture by the F.septica suspension cultures the 

precursor chrysin was added. The addition of chrysin was used to  determine if the 

cells could either biotransform chrysin to ficine or metabolise it to another 

compound entirely. Before precursor feeding was carried out the minimum 

concentration of chrysin that could be detected by HPLC had to be determined. It 

was found that 0.66mg/L was the lowest amount of chrysin that could be detected 

via HPLC when a 50μL sample was injected on to a C18 semiprep column. If 

chrysin concentrations were below this level a larger volume sample was required 

for the HPLC or the sample was concentrated before being injected onto the 

column so that chrysin could be detected. 
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Once the minimum detectable levels of chrysin had been established the 

concentration of chrysin that would be detrimental or toxic to the F.septica cell 

growth had to be determined before feeding experiments could be conducted. 

Chrysin concentrations of 100mg/L and above were detrimental to F.septica cell 

growth over a period of seven days. As F.septica cell suspensions would be 

exposed to chrysin for longer periods during experiments longer exposure periods 

to chrysin were examined. It was discovered that concentrations as low as 10mg/L 

resulted in 100% cell death after a fourteen day period. 

Working concentrations of chrysin were reduced to 1mg/L where cell 

survival rates were 98% after fourteen days of exposure to chrysin. It appeared 

that the cells were able to withstand short-term exposure to higher concentrations 

of chrysin i.e. seven days or less. Toxic effects were evident by day fourteen and 

cell survival rates fell sharply in this period from 93% for 10mg/L at day seven to 

0% by day fourteen. As cell numbers would be depleted before the end of the 

experiment this could potentially alter the results  as fewer cells were available for 

metabolism of chrysin as their numbers declined. Once a safe working 

concentration of chrysin had been established chrysin feeding to actively growing 

suspension cultures was conducted. 

Initially experimental work involved the addition of chrysin (1mg/L) to 

F.septica suspension cultures at specific intervals over a twenty-day period. It was 

expected that if chrysin was being metabolised or biotransformed by the cells the 

concentration of chrysin would decline over time. As experiments were conducted 

with volumes of 100mL of cell suspension only three 200μL samples were taken 

each day. Larger sample volumes decreased the final volume too much and alter 
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the total chrysin concentration per litre by day twenty. This method proved 

ineffective as the sample volume was too small to effectively concentrate the 

chrysin content to a point where it could be distinguished from the background 

peaks with HPLC. 

As an alternative to daily sampling the suspension cultures and taking a 

small volume every day one initial sample was taken at day zero and then one 

10mL sample on day twenty at the completion of the experiment. Chrysin in 

dH2O was used as a control and sampled on days one and twenty to ensure the 

chrysin was not breaking down over this period. 

Initially it appeared that chrysin was being metabolised by the Ficus cells 

as there was a decline in the total chrysin concentration being detected. When this 

was examined further it was discovered that some of the chrysin was being 

precipitated out of solution. When a 10mL sample was evaporated down and 

resuspended before being placed on a Strata™ C18-E solid phase extraction 

column prior to HPLC analysis the chrysin concentration remained constant over 

the twenty days. This indicated that the chrysin was not being metabolised by the 

suspension culture cells. 

The use of a bioreactor as opposed to the erlenmeyer flasks did not appear 

to increase the F.septica suspension cultures ability to either metabolise or 

biotransform chrysin. While there was no marked difference in the cell growth 

rates the bioreactor produced slightly higher cell viability percentages. The 

bioreactor was extremely useful in producing large quantities of cell suspension 

broth for chemical analysis where potential compounds of interest are present in 

very small quantities. 
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Introduction 

 

Plants contain many pathways of primary metabolism not present in 

animals. Secondary metabolism is the term given to the diverse pathways leading 

off from primary metabolism that are considered non-essential for the organisms 

survival (Edwards and Gatehouse, 1999). These compounds of secondary 

metabolism were previously regarded as waste products, which had interesting 

structures and exploitable biological properties (Croteau et al, 2000; Wink, 1990).  

Plants have a remarkable capacity to produce a wide variety of secondary 

metabolites under given circumstances. As most plant secondary metabolites have 

evolved due to interactions with other organisms many of them have interesting 

biological or therapeutical activities (Wink, 1990).  

One of the significant features of secondary metabolism is that it utilises a 

very limited selection of precursors Bu’Lock, 1981). Secondary metabolites have 

restricted taxonomic distribution and are not present under all circumstances. 

There is a limited range of precursors and a relatively limited number of reactions 

types that can give rise to a very large number of secondary metabolites. 

Flavonoids are a family of structurally related pigments largely confined to 

vascular plants (Hendry, 1993). They are best known as being a large proportion 

of flowering pigments and widespread as petal and fruit colorants such as 

anthocyanins (Kakegawa and Komamine, 1995). Several biological properties 

have been associated with flavonoids such as anti-inflammatory and antiviral 

activities.   
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Flavonoids are either derived from the shikimic acid pathway (Fig 2.6) or 

their skeletons are derived from at least two different pathways (Fig 2.1) 

(Stafford, 1991). The first group are mostly colourless or at best pale yellow while 

the later are coloured and include the red and blue pigments of flower petals 

(Kaufman et al, 1999).  

While the use of cell suspensions to produce these compounds in vitro has 

its merits in theory often the dedifferentiation of plant tissue, to produce callus or 

suspension cultures, is accompanied by an apparent loss of ability to accumulate 

secondary compounds. If the precursors or intermediates of the biosynthetic 

pathway can be detected but further metabolites are not present it can be justified 

to conclude a probable lack of specific enzymes (Böhm, 1982). 
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Materials and Methods 

 

Chemicals and Reagents 

 

Methanol and Dichloromethane were HPLC grade purchased from Lab-Scan® 

Ethylacetate (99%) AR grade purchased from Chem-Supply® 

Trifluoroacetic acid (99%) for UV spectroscopy purchased from Fluka® 

Ultra pure water was prepared using a Millipore® Milli-Q plus filter system 

 

Apparatus 

 

HPLC equipment consisted of a Millipore® Waters® 717 Autosampler, a 

Millipore® Waters® 996 Photodiode Array Detector and a Millipore® Waters® 

600 controller. 

Millennium® V2.15 software was used with the HPLC. 

A Thermo® Hypersil® C18 250x10mm BDS 5μ column was used for all HPLC 

analysis. 
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Chromatographic Conditions 

 

The mobile phase was prepared by adding 1% TFA to 100% ultra pure water. 

Both the 100% methanol and water/TFA solutions were degassed with helium for 

a minimum of 30mins to 1hr prior to use. The flow rate used was 3mL/min and 

the column was operated at room temperature. All results presented were at 

212nm UV absorption unless otherwise specified. 

 

All HPLC experiments were conducted under the following isocratic conditions 

unless otherwise specified. 

Time (mins) MeOH (%) H2O (%) + (1%TFA) 

 60 40 
10 60 40 
20 80 20 
30 100 0 
60 100 0 
65 60 40 

 

 

 

Experiment 6.1 

 

A 50mL aliquot of F.septica cell suspension broth, consisting of 1/2MS 

medium with 1μM 2,4-D, 0.2μM BAP, 0.8% PVP and 3% sucrose was filtered 

through Whatman® No. 2 filter paper under slight vacuum to remove any cells 

and cell fragments present. The pH of the broth was adjusted to seven with either 

1M HCl or 1M NaOH depending on whether pH was being increased or 
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decreased. The pH-adjusted broth was partitioned with 3 x 30mL dichloromethane 

(DCM) aliquots (Fig 6.1 step A). The aqueous fraction was evaporated to dryness 

using a freeze drier and stored at -20°C until required. 

 The three DCM fractions were pooled and partitioned with 3 x 90mL 

deionised water aliquots that had been adjusted to a pH of ten. The resulting 

organic fraction was evaporated to dryness on a rotary evaporator and stored at -

20°C until required. The aqueous fraction was adjusted to a pH of three and 

partitioned with 3 x 100mL DCM aliquots (Fig 6.1 step C). The emulsion that 

formed between the aqueous and organic layers was collected separately, with all 

three samples evaporated and stored. The aqueous fraction (Step D) was adjusted 

to pH ten and partitioned with 3 x 100mL DCM aliquots. There was also an 

emulsion that formed between these two layers. This was collected separately and 

all three samples were evaporated and stored. 
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Figure 6.1: Extraction Method 1 
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Experiment 6.2 

 

A 1.5mg sample of ficine was dissolved in 10mL of H2O that had been 

adjusted to a pH of ten and partitioned as per Fig 6.2. HPLC was then used to 

determine the presence of ficine in the resulting fractions. 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Ficine Extraction Method 1 
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Experiment 6.3 

 

A 1mg sample of ficine was dissolved in 10mL of H2O that had been 

adjusted to a pH of seven and partitioned as per Fig 6.3. HPLC was then used to 

determine the presence of ficine in the resulting fractions. 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Ficine Extraction Method 2 
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Experiment 6.4 

 

A 50mL aliquot of F.septica cell suspension broth was filtered through 

Whatman® No 2 filter paper under slight vacuum as for experiment 6.1. The pH 

of the broth was adjusted to seven with either 1M HCl or 1M NaOH. The pH 

adjusted broth was partitioned with 3 x 30mL ethyl acetate (EtOAc) aliquots (Fig 

6.4). The organic fraction was evaporated to dryness using a rotary evaporator and 

stored at -20°C. 

The aqueous fraction was adjusted to a pH of ten and partitioned with 3 x 

30mL EtOAc aliquots (Fig 6.4 Step A). This aqueous fraction was adjusted to pH 

of three and partitioned with 3 x 30mL EtOAc aliquots. A slight emulsion formed 

between these two layers and was collected separately (Step B). The aqueous and 

organic fractions were evaporated and stored. 

The resulting organic fractions from step A Fig 6.4 were partitioned with 3 

x 100mL deionised water that had been adjusted to a pH of three (Step C). The 

organic fraction was evaporated and stored. The aqueous fraction was adjusted to 

a pH of ten and partitioned with 3 x 200mL EtOAc aliquots (Step D). A slight 

emulsion formed at this step and was collected separately. All three fractions were 

evaporated and stored. 
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Figure 6.4: Extraction Method 2 

 

Experiment 6.5 
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The broth was partitioned as per Fig 6.4 and all samples were evaporated and 

stored at -20°C. 

 

Experiment 6.6 

 

Treatment 1 

 Ficus septica callus was grown for 5 weeks on a solid agar medium before 

being subcultured to fresh medium. It was observed that the medium changed 

colour from cloudy white to deep yellow during the 5 week culture period (Figs 

4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 Chapter 4). This phenolic exudate was produced when fresh 

explants were initiated in culture. The phenolic exudate was also produced when 

callus tissue was separated from the original explant or when suspension cultures 

were initiated from callus tissue. As the production of  the phenolic exudate could 

be have been linked to the production of ficine or its precursors it was decided this 

leachate should be examined via HPLC to determine the presence of any 

compounds of interest to the project. 

Solid media from the petri dishes used for callus proliferation was 

removed from the dishes and chopped in a blender. Two litres of chopped agar 

was placed in a 5L glass flask with two litres of 100% HPLC grade methanol. 

This was covered and stirred on a magnetic stirrer for 24hrs. After 24hrs the 

methanol was drained off and fresh methanol added. This process was repeated 

every 24hrs until the methanol remained clear and the agar mixture had changed 

from a dark yellow colour to a very pale yellowish white colour. The methanol 

fractions were vacuum filtered through a double layer of Whatman® No 2 filter 
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paper to remove any fine particles from the solution. The methanol was then 

pooled and evaporated on a rotary evaporator to a final volume of 500mL before 

being freeze dried. The freeze dried powder was stored in an airtight container at -

20°C until required. As a control fresh unused medium that had not been in 

contact with Ficus septica callus was also extracted in the same manner as 

described above.  

 

Treatment 2 

 Ficus septica callus was grown for 5 weeks on an agar medium before 

being transferred to fresh medium. This medium was collected and freeze dried to 

remove all the water. The resulting dry material was ground to a powder, soaked 

in 100% HPLC grade methanol and continuously stirred on a magnetic stirrer for 

24 hrs. After 24hrs the methanol had turned a yellow colour and was filtered off. 

The methanol was replaced every 24hrs for 4 days, at which point the methanol 

remained clear. All methanol fractions were pooled and filtered through a double 

layer of Whatman® No 2 filter paper to remove any sediment before being 

evaporated to dryness on a rotary evaporator. As a control fresh medium was 

extracted in the same manner as mentioned above. 

The resulting freeze dried material (273mg) was resuspended in 10mL 

H2O and 10mL EtOAc and partitioned as described in Fig 6.5. This was carried 

out for both the sample and the control. 
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Figure 6.5: Separation method for agar extracted sample and control sample. 

 

Experiment 6.7 

 

A one litre sample of F.septica suspension broth obtained  from cells 

grown in the bioreactor was filtered through Whatman® No 2 filter paper under 

slight vacuum prior to being reduced in volume to 500mL with a rotary 

evaporator. The pH of the broth was adjusted to seven with either 1M HCl or 1M 
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NaOH. The pH adjusted broth was partitioned with 3 x 500mL EtOAc aliquots 

(Fig 6.6). The organic fraction was evaporated to dryness using a rotary 

evaporator and stored at -20°C. 

The aqueous fraction was adjusted to a pH of ten and partitioned with 3 x 

500mL EtOAc aliquots (Fig 6.6 Step A). This aqueous fraction was then adjusted 

to pH of three and partitioned with 3 x 500mL EtOAc aliquots. The aqueous and 

organic fractions from this step were evaporated and stored. 

The resulting organic fraction from step A Fig 6.6 was divided into three 

portions of 500mL prior to each portion being partitioned with 3 x 500mL 

deionised water aliquots that had been adjusted to a pH of three (Fig 6.6 Step 

C).The organic fraction was evaporated and stored. The aqueous fraction was 

adjusted to a pH of ten and divided into three portions of 500mL prior to being 

partitioned with 3 x 500mL EtOAc aliquots (Fig 6.6 Step D). Both the organic and 

aqueous fractions were evaporated and stored. 
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Figure 6.6: Bioreactor broth separation method. 
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Results 

 

Experiment 6.1 

 

One emulsion was formed at step C and one at step D Fig 6.1. These two 

emulsions were collected separately and labelled EM1 and EM 2. The fractions 

from this experiment were not analysed but stored at -20°C for future reference. 

 

Experiment 6.2 

 

Ficine was present in both of the EtOAc fractions (Fig 6.7). The EtOAc 1 

fraction contained 1mg of ficine (Fig 6.8A) while the EtOAc 2 fraction contained 

0.4mg (Fig 6.8B). 
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Figure 6.7: Ficine was detected in both the EtOAc fractions after the separation 
was conducted. 
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         A      B 

Figure 6.8: HPLC trace of EtOAc1 fraction (A) and EtOAc 2 fraction (B). Red 
arrow indicates ficine in fraction.  

 

 

Experiment 6.3 

 

The majority of ficine was found in the EtOAc pH 7 fraction when the 

modified extraction procedure was used (Fig 6.3). Less than 0.001mg was 

recovered from the other two EtOAc samples upon evaporation of the collected 

fractions. 

 

Experiment 6.4 

 

The emulsion that formed when DCM was replaced with EtOAc, step C 

and step D Fig 6.4, was examined via HPLC and it was determined that none of 

the compounds of interest were present in this fraction. 
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Experiment 6.5 

 

The four EtOAc fractions were examined via HPLC for the presence of the 

compounds of interest. Figure 6.9 indicates ficine the compound of most interest. 

Figure 6.10 indicates tyrosine, phenylalanine and chrysin known precursors to 

ficine. The EtOAc pH7 sample from the broth extraction did not show the 

presence of ficine or the precursors tyrosine, phenylalanine and chrysin. The 

remaining three EtOAc fractions were examined and found not to contain ficine or 

any of the three precursors (Fig 6.13- 6.15). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.9: Ficine eluted at approx 

6½ minutes 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.10: Tyrosine eluted at 
5mins, Phenylalanine at 
5½mins and Chrysin at 
11mins 
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Figure 6.11: ½MS medium used to determine peaks due to the tissue culture 

medium (EtOAc pH 7 fraction). 
 

 

Figure 6.12: EtOAc pH 7 fraction extracted from cell suspension broth. Red 
arrows indicate area where ficine or precursors would be expected. 
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Figure 6.13: EtOAc 1 fraction 
extracted from cell 
suspension broth. 

 

Figure 6.14: EtOAc 2 fraction 
extracted from cell 
suspension broth. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 6.15: EtOAc 3 fraction extracted  

from cell suspension broth 
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Experiment 6.6 

 

Treatment 1 

This fraction was unable to be examined due to the excessive amount of 

sucrose in the methanol extract. 

 

Treatment 2 

All six fractions were examined via HPLC. Figure 6.16 indicates the 

quantities recovered from each fraction. These fractions were compared to ficine, 

tyrosine, chrysin and phenylalanine HPLC results (Exp 6.5 Fig 6.9 and 6.10). 

Once peaks due to compounds from the agar were eliminated none of the peaks of 

interest from ficine or the precursors tyrosine, phenylalanine or chrysin were 

present (Fig 6.17). 
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Figure 6.16: Agar extracted sample. Amounts in red indicate amounts recovered 
in each fraction from the initial starting mass of 273mg 
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Figure 6.17: EtOAc pH7 fraction of agar extract. 
 

Experiment 6.7 

 

Extracts from erlenmeyer flask grown cultures and the bioreactor grown 

cultures were compared and it was determined there was no difference in 

chemical composition of the broth between the two (Fig 6.18 and 6.19). None of 

the peaks of interest were present. 
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Figure 6.18: EtOAc pH7 fraction from suspension culture broth of erlenmeyer 

flask grown cells. 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.19: EtOAc pH7 fraction from suspension culture broth of bioreactor 

grown cells. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 

 

When DCM was used in the extraction procedure with cell suspension 

broth an emulsion formed between the aqueous and organic layers. These samples 

were unable to be analysed as good separation could not be achieved. To optimise 

the extraction procedure a sample of ficine was partitioned and the fractions 

examined via HPLC to ascertain which contained ficine. Upon analysis with 

HPLC it was discovered that ficine was in fact present in both the EtOAc fractions 

and not just in the EtOAc1 fraction where it was expected to be. When the 

extraction procedure was modified to start at a pH of seven instead of ten it was 

expected that ficine would be present in the EtOAc pH7 fraction. Analysis via 

HPLC confirmed that the majority of the ficine was present in the desired fraction 

and all other fractions yielded very minimal ficine with less than 0.001mg ficine 

total. This could possibly be further improved by increasing the number of EtOAc 

partitions from three to four by 10mL  aliquots of  EtOAc.   

It was discovered that the presence of PVP in the cell suspension broth 

was the cause of an emulsion formation between the organic and aqueous layers. 

The combination of both DCM and PVP were contributing factors to the emulsion 

forming. If PVP was removed from the culture medium and emulsion was still 

formed although not a severe as with PVP present. By replacing the organic 

solvent DCM with EtOAc and the removal of PVP from the culture medium the 

emulsion between the organic and aqueous fractions could be completely 

eliminated.  
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PVP is used in plant culture media to reduce phenolic exudations by the 

cultures. Phenolics are a problem in plants cultured on solid media but the 

removal of PVP from suspension culture media appeared to have no detrimental 

effects to cell growth. This is possibly due to the fact that the suspension culture 

medium is replaced more frequently than solid medium and phenolics are 

removed before they build up to toxic levels. 

The compounds tyrosine, phenylalanine and chrysin (Fig 6.20) are 

precursors to the compound of interest ficine (Fig 6.20). The cell suspension broth 

was examined to determine if these precursors were present. If the presence of 

these precursors or even intermediates of the biosynthetic pathway could be 

confirmed but further metabolites were absent in plant cell cultures it could be 

concluded that there is a probable lack of specific enzymes (Böhm, 1982). 

 

 

OHO

OH O

 

Figure 6.20: Chrysin a precursor to ficine 
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Figure 6.21: Ficine the compound of interest. 

 

The solid medium that the Ficus septica callus was grown on would turn a 

yellow colour within a few days of the callus being placed on the media. This 

production of a yellow colour could possibly be linked to the production of ficine 

or one of its precursors being secreted into the culture medium. Initially the agar 

was chopped in a blender and methanol added to it. As the agar medium contained 

a high percentage of water a large proportion of unwanted water soluble 

compounds were transferred when the methanol was removed. These compounds 

included a high percentage of sucrose which made the resulting extract very thick 

and syrupy after freeze drying.  

To eliminate the problem of water soluble compounds the agar mixture 

was freeze dried to remove all the water. When methanol was added to the 

resulting powder only the methanol soluble compounds were dissolved into 

solution eliminating nearly all sucrose. PVP that was present in the agar medium 

did not pose any problems when methanol extract was partitioned. This was 

probably due to the low solubility of PVP in methanol.  
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Broth from cell suspension cultures grown in the bioreactors appeared to 

be darker in colour than broth from erlenmeyer flask cultured cells but there was 

no difference in chemical composition when examined via HPLC. Although the 

compounds of interest were not detected in cell suspension broths examined from 

bioreactor and erlenmeyer flask cultured cells this is not unexpected. Srinivasan et 

al 1996 reported that limitation of production of secondary compounds may not 

be at the primary level of precursors such a phenylalanine but possibly due to the 

limited activities of the key enzymes responsible for the synthesis of the 

compound.  

The presence or lack of storage spaces for the production of secondary 

substances in plant cell cultures can also pose a significant problem. Cultivated 

cells of several plants species such as Mentha (Spencer et al, 1993) are unable to 

accumulate their secondary products in their own vacuoles (Böhm, 1982). These 

cells are dependent on the ability to excrete these substances as they are produced 

and if this excretion pathway is absent as with in vitro culture the respective cell 

cultures could be unproductive. 
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Conclusions and Future Research 

 

Plants are an abundant source of a large number of useful products that 

humankind is very dependent on including pharmaceuticals and food additives 

(Hopkins, 1998; Morris et al, 1985; Wink, 1988; Smith, 2000; Croteau et al 2000; 

Doran, 1996). Natural products continue to sustain their reputation as a viable and 

fertile area for drug discovery and development (Hamburger and Hostettmann, 

1991). Without them there would be a significant therapeutic deficit in several 

important clinical areas of cardiovascular disease, solid tumours and immune 

inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis (Nisbet and Moore, 1997).  

Higher plants contribute no less than 25% of the total for pharmaceuticals 

derived from natural products (Gurib-Fakim, 2006). With the estimated 10-100 

million species or organisms living on earth higher plants form a group of some 

250,000 species. Of this 250,000 species only 6% has been investigated for 

biological activity it looks increasingly like we have only scratched the surface of 

the worlds resources (Hopkins, 1998; Croteau et al, 2000; Gupta, 1991). 

With their structural versatility, natural products can be expected to play a 

major role in the ongoing transition from empirical drug screening to rational drug 

design (Clarke, 1996). The importance of natural products in the future of drug 

discovery is clear. With natural products providing the most consistently 

successful source for drug leads and novel biologically active compounds they 

will continue to serve as lead components for drug development and as 

biochemical probes for the discovery of pharmacological and biochemical 

processes (Khosla, 1998; Harvey, 2000). 
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The major achievements of natural products research demonstrates that 

natural products represent an unparalleled source of molecular diversity of drug 

discovery and development and are indeed complementary to those emerging 

molecular sources, such as combinatorial libraries (Shu, 1998). 

Plant cell culture has been viewed as a promising alternative to whole 

plant extraction for obtaining valuable secondary products (Pan et al, 2000). There 

are several advantages to producing valuable secondary products in plant cell 

culture, rather than in vivo in the whole plant. Plant cell cultures eliminate 

potential political boundaries or geographical barriers to production of a crop 

(Smith, 2000; Croteau et al, 2000). Plant cell culture technology shows promise 

for the large-scale production of valuable plant products (Doran, 1996), however 

the commercial use of plant cell culture is not routine because of difficulties in 

achieving acceptable, reproducible product levels in reasonable periods of time. 

Plant cell culture is a flexible system that is easily manipulated to increase product 

yields (Roberts and Shuler, 1997; Ouyang et al, 2005). 

At present unfortunately only a few plant cell culture processes are carried 

out commercially for production of bioactive compounds (Badaoui et al, 1996; 

Misawa, 1994). The major problems hindering the development of large-scale 

cultivation of plant cells include low productivity, cell line instability and 

difficulty in the scale up process (Pan et al, 2000; Yeoman et al, 1990; Croteau et 

al, 2000) 

The commercial production of paclitaxel using plant cell suspension 

culture will without a doubt trigger further research on the production of other 

plant derived bioactive compounds (Zhong et al, 2000). The increased use of 
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genetic tools and an emerging picture of the structure and regulation of pathways 

for secondary metabolism will provide the basis to move toward the point where 

one can predict when conditions are optimal for the production of commercially 

acceptable levels of product. (Roberts and Shuler, 1997) 

Natural product research should continue to be a very fruitful endeavour 

and an active contributing force in the quest for innovative and productive drug 

discovery and development (Shu, 1998). The increased appeal of natural products 

for medicinal purposes coupled with the low product yields and supply concerns 

of plant harvestation (Gupta, 1991; Raffauf, 1996; Cordell, 2000) has renewed 

interest in large-scale plant cell culture technology (Roberts and Shuler, 1997). 

It is clear that plants continue to provide us with new drugs and leading 

structures ((Peláez, 2006; Nisbet and Moore, 1997; Harvey, 2000). Low molecular 

weight compounds, peptides and proteins with influence on specific cell functions 

will play an important role in the development of new drugs in the future (Wink, 

1999; Khosla, 1998). With their structural versatility, natural products can be 

expected to play a major role in the ongoing transition from empirical drug 

screening to rational drug design (Hamburger and Hostettmann, 1991; Harvey, 

1999; Gurib-Fakim, 2006). 

The pharmaceutical organisations have depended too long on the cheap 

raw materials from natural resources (Cordell, 2000). There is a growing 

realisation that this dependence should end to relieve pressure on collection of 

material and prevent extinction from over exploitation (Ouyang et al, 2005). This 

wealth of genetic diversity in medicinal plants should be protected. This 

protection of natural plant strains could be ensured only when industrial needs of 
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these raw materials is met through other means of production at reasonable prices 

(Gupta, 1991). Plant cell culture may be able to provide the means to produce 

these raw materials in a cost effective way as our understanding of cell 

biochemistry  and technology continue to expand at a rapid rate. 
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